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A Superior "Picked-up" Codfish.
it perfect, and many manufacturers "try" to

All chefs and housewives pronounce
Imitate it. All good grocers sell only the genuine article " Beardsley'a."
J. W. BEARDSLEY'S SONS '72 West St., New York

City.
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Known in almost every land where boots
snoes arc worn F° r nearly fifty years
it has been the choice of discriminating
ladies. It gives a brilliant polish which
lasts and leaves the leather soft.
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MAKES 20 MORE LOAVES TO THE BARREL THAN ANY OTHER FLOUR.
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McCLOSKEY & HANTS

HEART REVIEW.

Grand Clearance Sale
TJO'CTT

THIS WEEK: T.

CUT PRICES

Fresh Eggs, 18c per dozen
Choice Sweet Dairy Butter, 20c per lb
Splendid Creamery Butter, 25c per lb
Best Fall Cream Cheese, 15c per lb
Good Sweet Tea, 25c per lb
Choice Maine Corn, 8c per can
Best Maine Blueberries, 10c per can
2-lb Package Rolled Oats, 7c each
Good New Tomatoes, 7 and 8c per can
Choice Pea Beans, 7c per quart
Good Medium Beans, 5 and 6 per quart
10 lbs Best Rolled Oats for 25c

GOING

OIST

AT

H. LANE & CO.'S.
j<] vjju YTiiiJsra

a o two.

As our expenses are small we can afford to make this Hig Sacrifice
Sale to clear up our winter stock.

Remember the I*l<i\u25a0ce.

T. H. LANE & CO.,
467 to 473 CAMBRIDGE ST., EAST CAMBRIDGE.
LOOK FOR THE BIG GLOVE.
OPEN EVERY EVENING.
One Price to All.

Furniture, Carpets, Ranges.
"We carry an elegant assortment of everything in the
line of Housefurnishing, and can furnish your home from top

to bottom at short notice and at the Lowest Prices.

CASH OR IJASY TERMS.

If you want first-class goods at lowest prices go to

Give us a call and be convinced. Agents for the celebrated Glenwood and Household Ranges and Stoves.

Harty's,

McCloskey &

241 Cambridge Street, cor. Third, East Cambridge,
Brnncli Store,

1245 and 1253 Cambridge Street, -

\u25a0

J. A. HEDIN
East

Men's Woonsocket Rubber Boots!!

Junction

of Washington and Main

streets.

:

Men's first quality Heavy Rubbers, 50c Residence 2
per pair.
Cambridgeport,
Ladies' Storm Rubbers, "5c per pair.
Ladies' first quality Rubbers made by
the Boston Rubber Shoe Co. 155cper pair.
Men's Satin Calf Balmorals and Congress, all solid Leather, $1.50; sold every- For
where for $2.00.
Men's fine Calf Balmorals (not satin)
but genuine Calf, full Scotch edge; invisible Cork Sole.
The same shoe as our Boston competitors are asking $:s.OO for. Remember our
price $2.00.
Men's very fine Calf Goodyear Welt
Balmorals and Congress, extra tine shoes,
must be seen to be appreciated, price

$3.00.

"Ask

SHOE

STORES,

594 to GOO Cambridge Street,
East Cambridge, Mass.

An Early Inspection Respectfully Solicited.

GUYER'S SHOE STORE,
25 I Cambridge St.

Mass

Paints and Leads

"" W. T. McGuire,
119 AND 247 CAMBRIDGE STREET,
East Cambridge.

$3.00 fhoe.''

ROSENBERG'S

Purchased at a great sacrifice from a Nashua, N. 11., dealer retiring from busiThese goods are offered at bargains that will sell them at once.

Washington street,

to see Rosenberg's

Men's very tine French Enamel Balmorals, three soles, and genuine Cork
Sole, Gootlyear Welt. Boston price $5.00.
Our price $.'l.OO per pair.
Ladies' very line French Dongola Button and Lace Boots, usually sold for
$2.50 and fS.OO per pair, our price $1.50.
An elegant trade in Misses and Children's boots. These goods are made by
the well known manufacturer, ,1. F.
Swain.
Misses' sizes, 11 to 2, regular price
$2.00. Our price, $1.00.
Children's sizes, 8 to 10 1-2, regular
price $1.50. Our price, 75c.

Boots, Shoes, Rubbers, Etc.!

J. A. McISAAC,
CONTRACTORS BUILDER.

What We Are Selling for $2

OF

ness.

Men's genuine (Irst quality Woonsocket
Rubber Boots at $2.40. Ask any dealer his
price and compare with ours.
Shop:

LADIES' 250. FLEECED HOSE
F

k

For Just Half-Price,

Jobbing Promptly Attended To.
ILSO STORK JJ» OFFICE WORK.

132 Cambrige Street,
EAST

CAMBRIDGE.

Hacks to Let,

PATRICK FINLEY,
28 Berkshire Street, Cambridgeport.

J. H. McCARNEY,

Custom Tailor,
293 Cambridge Street,

AT JULIUS F. NEWMAN'S,
486 Cambridge St.

*** tuunbricUe

P. J. CALLAHAN,

JOHN Mclaughlin,

Horse Shoer.
Particular attention paid

JOHN QUIN,
carpenter ano builder.

Cambridge.

IMPORTANT SALE

A CARD.
J. J. Colman of the Bazar, 1223

Rosenberg's Shoe Stores.

CO.,

614-618 CAMBRIDGE STREET,

Cambridgeport.

Cambridge street, desires very particularly to thank his friends in East
Cambridge for the very liberal patronage he is constantly favored with
from them, and will always give
special attention to their orders.

&

to

IntortVrinoimcucrmg

BDpeing
AND

Over-Reaching

_

tt

Z "£**.

Groceries and Provisions,
Coal and Wood at wharf prices.
Gm>ds deHvercd in an parts of the city
Hest grades of Flour a specialty.

Horses.

Horses havingcontracted feet particularly attended to.
Horses shod in the most approved manner.

910 Cambridge St., Cambridgeport.

*° * -

'

8 Revt,u
Archbisho
?
i
l)isliops of the province and all the
clergy areinterested in and recommend
the Review to the people.
The

P;

M. F. DAVLIN & CO.,
PRACTICAL PLUMBERS, Apostolic Dele-ate, Monsignor Satolli, has given his blessing to the
.531 CAMBRIDGE ST.,
Review and its subscribers.
East Cambridge, Mass.

Ventilation

a

Specialty.

THE SACRED HEART REVIEW.

Special Bargains in

MINIHAN'S

GROCERIES

Prices are still lower than all others. This
week we are offering great bargains in

BUTTER
having purchased 2,000 lbs. of Fresh Made
Butter, which will be sold this week at the
following prices:

THIS WEEK.
ALWAYS UP-TO-DATE FOR PRICES AT

Yerxa's Boston Branch.
1) B TED

ER LETS.

'
'"'
Headquarters for FreshMade Creamery Butter.
12c
15c
15c

Evaporated Apples,
Jelly Cured Apricots,
Fancy Large Prunes,

D
D

]Qc H>

Choice California Prunes,
Good California Prunes,
Silver Prunes,

5C

Best Creamery Butter,
32 c m Extra Creamery Butter,
Choice Creamery Butter,
30c lb Good Sweet Butter,
Also constantly on hand Butter in 5, 10, 20 and 30 lb tubs.
Pure Milk,
Best Hebron Potatoes,
Fresh Eggs,
10 cakes Liundry Soap,
6I lb Bars Yerxa's Extra Soap,

Creamery Butter, extra fine,
October Hade Butter, first class,
Finest Vermont Dairy,

28c. lb.
25c. lb.
20c. lb.

Butter in five and ten lb. pkgs. always on hand at extremely low rates.
If you give us a trial we can save you money.

'b
]5 C ">

C MINIH AN,

28c w
25 c w

J. A. STEVENSON & CO.,

'

56

C^SLIIREET

713 CAMBRIDGE STREET, EAST CAMBRIDGE.

5 quart 3 Long Bars Yerxa's Extra Soap,
55c bushel Solid Packed Corn,
24c doz»n Solid Packed Tomatoes,
25 c 3 Cans Condensed Milk
C

25 c Maple Syrup,

25 c
8c can
8C can
25 c
30c quart

All our goods are fresh and new. We handle nothing but first-class groceries, and
sell them at the lowest possible prices.

CHAMBER SETS,

RANGES,
PARLOR SUITS,

All the above can be found at

1

gi
qrfß

OIL CLOTHS

'

STRAW MATTING,
BEDDING,

Yerxa's Boston Branch,
298 CAMBRIDGE STREET, EAST CAMBRIDGE.
Branch Stores:

Next to New Bank building.
Davis square, West Somerville ; 50 State street, Newburyport.
Telephone No. 561 ?2.

Q

Cash or Easy,Terms.
Low 1 "rices.
Splendid Assortment.
Sellable Goods.
Agents for the Celebrated Highland and Oakland Ranges and Btoi as.

CLOTHING

Frank H. Willard,

?AND?

0 LADIES' CLOAKS.
H CASH
BE SURE AND TRY
DIFFERENT FROM ANY OTHER.

S. H. MITCHELL
209, 480, 575 CAMBRIDGE ST.,

N

LEYERETT ST.,

John W Coveney,

Real Estate and Insurance Agent,
Also
Undertaker and Embalmer.
507

CAMBRIDGE STREET,
East Cambridge

J.

DOHERTY,

r\

MASS.

s.

Cambridge National Bank.
221 Cambridge Street,
KAST CAMBRIDGE.

1,

June

Capital $100,000.

Daniel R. Sortwell,
Alvin F. Sortwell,
J. C. Rullard,

East Cambridge.

18G4.

President.
Vice-President.
Cashier.

Everett L. Stevens,
Teller.
Directors: Daniel It. Sortwell,
Alvin F. Sortwell, Thomas Cunningham, Gustavus Geopper, John C.
Ballard.

Discount Day, Tuesday.

THOS. F. GAFFEY,
Prescription Druggist,

* Cambridge and Fifth
Groceries and Provisions. Cor.
169 Charles Street

East Cambridge,

Telephone connection

ST.,

R

boston,

Organized

CAMBRIDGE

Bast Cambridee, Mass.

East Cambridge.
For Powers' East Cambridge and
Boston Express, leave orders at the
Drug Stores of C. E. Stevens, L. W.
Reycroft, T. F. Gaffey, S. H. Talbot, and at the Shoe Stores of Rosenberg and Madden.
Boston Office : 96 Arch street.

408

Instalment.

*-*

Mitchell's Malt Bread.

Examined Pharmacist,

to

call

Physicians,

Full Line New Goods.
At the Old Stand,

258

CAMBRIDGE

ST.,

NKAR TIIIKI>.

Goods Never So Cheap.
Oiiw Is a

Call.

Full Line School Aprons and
Hose for School Wear

Heavy

*

Streets

AT BOSTON PRICES.

WILLIAM R. ADAMS.
Agent for Laundry.

Maurice O'Donnell,

Registered Pharmacist,
Cor. Cambridge & Willow Sta.

PRESCRIPTIONS

(Including Hospital Prescription!)
A

SPECIALTY.

Telephone No. 411-3.

FREE.

THREE REASONS WHY WE ARE SUCCESSFUL
PHARMACISTS.
1-t. W<- enjoy the confidence of the Physician*
in
1 Cambridge and vicinity, without which none can
be successful. Ji<l. We give you an honest dollar's
worth of goods for every dollar you spend. ;td.

-

We live by your sufferance and only by fair and
can we hope to command and

;retain it.

courteous treatment

REYCROFT PHARMACIES,
Massachusetts

aye., cor. Brooklime St., Cambridge
port; Cambridge. St., cor. Fourth, E. Cambridge.

THE
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is published ever y Saturday.
Yearly Subscription,

Single Copies,

Two Dollars.
Five Cents.

Rkvikw Publishing Co..
25* Washington St.,
Boston, Mass.
Managkr.
Charles E.
Putnam, 258 Washington St., Boston.
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Entered

as

second-class matter in the Boston Post
Office, Dec. I, iSSSJ.
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Acker, Merrall & Condit,

makes more bread
and better bread than
any other flour sold.
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If you can buy it as low

as other brands

pillsbu

rs

"

Best

is the brand to buy.
u you can buy it 25 cents

Of New York, the largest retail grocers ] egs
in America, have made this their leading
,
S
flour for 25 years.

°

, , ,

r

much the betterfor you.

SHAW, POLLOCK & CO., Belfast,^

land, have had the agency of PILLS-

BURY 'S BEST for the North of Ireland for twenty years. Ihey are selling

300,000

{three hundred thousand) barrels per year,
and have never had a complaint on the
Jlour in alt that time.
Quality made and quality maintains the fame of
Pillsbury's Best.

FOR SALE BY
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ggj? Rev. Wm. F. Powers has been appointed to preach at the invitation of the
pastors and to introduce the Rf,vikw into
the Catholic homes of New England.
Pastors desiring to communicate with
Father Powers will please address him
at East Cambridge,

Mass.

A splendid opportunity of getting the
best Catholic papT in New England and
the leading Catholic monthly in the land
Rev. M. F. Walsh,
Very Rev. John Hogan, S. S., D. D., Rev. Wm. H. Rogers,
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Seminary,
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"

The Sacred Heart Review.
BOSTON, FEBRUARY 8, 1896.

New Series.

EditoralNotes.
One of the most gratifyingexhibits of this year's
Catholic statistics is the increase of more than
10,000 in the attendance at the parochial schools.

our contemporary upholding, as it does in last
week's issue, the Greenway party in the attitude
it has taken on this issue, "the constitution of
the Dominion to the contrary notwithstanding."
That is a very dangerous position for any paper,
and a still more surprising one for a religious publication, which is supposed to be in favor of law
and order, to assume.

Those of our Catholic contemporaries that have
been lauding the Boers of late will wish the}' had
Our Episcopalian friends hold such queer notions
been more discreet if it be true, as reported, that
the proper way of electing a bishop
regarding
neither Jews nor Catholics are permitted to hold
as
witness
the manner in which they recently
office in the Transvaal Republic.
chose one for the new diocese of Marquette that
The Armenian situation is serious enough, but it is not at all surprising to find the Churchman
does not the Independent exaggerate somewhat declaring thatthe consecrationof the late "Bishop"
when it says that Turkey is more of a menace to Reinkens, the "old Catholic " who diedlast month,
Christian Europe now than Mohammedanism was "was strictly canonical."
at the time of the Crusades? Any one of the
Correspondent.
great powers, if the others would consent, could Our Mexican
As will be seen by the letter which we print
easily drive the Turk from Europe.
from him this week on the fifth page, our Mexican
It is but a few weeks ago that Supreme Presi- correspondent pays his regard to certain critics
dent Traynor was boasting of the strength his who found fault with his characterization, in a
prescriptive organization possessed in Congress. previous letter, of the intrusion of Protestant
The ready confirmation of General Coppinger, preachers into Catholic Mexico for missionary
which the Apaists put forth ever}' effort to defeat, purposes as a blatant impertinence." While he
indicates that Mr. Traynor's boasts, like all his softens, somewhat, in this letter, that phrase, our
other statements, are very unreliable.
correspondent in no sense minimizes his former
condemnation of the work of these preachers, and
A new evidence of Catholic educational activity
he justifies his denunciation of their course and
is the impending inauguration of the Catholic
methods by arguments to which his opponents
Winter School at New Orleans. This is the third will find
it extremely difficult to make any satisventure of this character to be made by American
The Revikw, in its answer to
reply.
factory
Catholics, and the success of the Winter School, Professor Starbuck, advanced arguments of pracit is pleasant to be able to state, is assured betically the same import and character. Coming
forehand by the number of subscriptions it has
now from a writer who disavows any affiliation
received.
with the Catholic Church we erred somewhat in
our correspondent as a Protestant?these
classing
The ChristianEndeavorershereabouts areentitled
have a special significance and force,
arguments
to praise for the reception they gave last week to
how right-minded non-Catholics disshowing
that colored Protestant prelate whom certain lead- as
and
condemn the meddlesome work which
ing hotels declined to house. It is just as well to approve
bear in mind, though, that
albeit they have no the Protestant preachers are doing in Mexico.
desire to enter its ranks
the Christian Endeavor
organization, on the authority of its founder, Another Non-Catholic Protest.
Our correspondent's position in this matter finds
resembles the A. P. A. in this that it discriminates against Catholics, in the matter of member- another defender in Mr. Frederick R. Guernsey,
ship, at least.
the representative in Mexico of the Boston Herald
and, as is well known hereabouts, a non-Catholic.
This week the Kkview reports words of encour- Writing to his paper from Vera Cruz, Mr. Guernagement and checks to cover subscriptions in their
sey said of these preachers and their allies in his
parishes from Revs. J. E. Kealy of Belfast, Me. ; last Sunday's letter: "There is a deal of tommyJ. J. Nilan of Amesbury, J. c. ivers of North rot in these reformers; they are morally short of
Adams, P. L. Quaille of Turner's Falls, M. A.
Bight. Without being a Catholic at all, I have
O'Sullivan of Williamstown, K. .1. Moriarty of seen the Church at close range, and can testify to
Concord; I*. Mulholland of New Haven, M.
the sweetness and charm of the women who daily
Pliilipps of Williaiusville, X. v., and several other receive and practice its teachings; I have seen
clergymen, to whom we return our thanks for the them, ministering angels, at the bedside of the
good will and interest which they exhibit in the sick of another faith and creed, and I have noted
paper's behalf.
their excellence as house-mothers, their maternal
solicitude
for their children, and the love and revreaders
of
that monthly which
The Protestant
erence
accorded
them in every happy Mexican
Ritchie,
the "high" churchman,
Rev. Arthur
life,
home.
All
whatever I may be, I shall lie
my
edits, must feel like asking themselves where they
a
witness
to
the nobility of character, to
willing
are "at" when they find its foreign news made
the
sweetness
and charm of the women
womanly
up of item.- describing the missionary work of
of
Mexico.
It
will
not
do
for any reformers, male
Catholic priests in Africa, decisions of the Sacred
coining
female,
or
from
the
headquarters of any
Penitentiary regarding Lenten fast, and of the
to
tell
me
that the women of
whatsoever,
society
Congregation of Bites regarding Benediction of
Mexico
are
in
and live in a
plunged
superstition
the Blessed Sacrament, together with an account,
cloud
of
spiritual
They
darkness.
live in the
among other really Catholic happenings, of the
and
no more
light,
they
adorn
their
anil
homes,
Liquefaction of St. Januarius' Blood.
may be said in praise of any women."
We have always understood, localise we made
The Character of Mexican Catholicism.
due allowance for its prejudices, the opposition of
Mr. Guernsey adds, furthermore and he is
the Congreyationalist to the restoration of their
not
the only non-Catholic who has borne similar
We
educational rights to the Manitoba Catholici.
that religion with the Mexican Cathconfess, though, that we were not prepared to find tsstimonv
?

?

"

?

?

?

?

?
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olic is a part of his every-day life, not merely
something assumed on Sundays. It is a religion,
he says, which makes men sound to the core,"
causes them to "pay their debts, aid the poor,
visit the sick and to be the best of neighbors
and the most steadfast of friends." It is true, he
also states, that many educated Mexican men
affect agnosticism themselves, but will not tolerate
it in their wives or daughters. There you have
the malign effects of Freemasonry and Protestant
preaching, for it is an admitted fact that the
preachers, though they never succeed in making a
sincere Protestant out of a Mexican, sometimes do
render him, by destroying his Catholic faith, an
unbeliever in any form of Christianity.

"

"

For the

"

" Congregationalist "

to Answer.

Our good-natured and polite contemporary, the
Congregationalist, is disposed to pardon our erroneous opinion on the Manitoba school question
on the ground that we are " invincibly ignorant "

of the facts. This is kind and generous on its
part. But will the Congregationalist please tell us
whether Hon. Joseph Martin, the author of the
Manitoba school law, has or has not recently and
repeatedly protested against the changes and additions subsequently made which render the
schools Protestant and sectarian and the law tyrannical " ? Of course the Congregationalistis familiar with all the facts of this case, and knows that
James L. Hughes, grand master of the Orange
Order of Ontario, denounced as unjust and tyrannical the attitude of the Manitoba Government.
It must have read the letter of the grand master.
Will it be good enough to give its readers its
estimate of the document ? Will the Congregationalist tell its readers that the highest tribunal
in the British empire has decided that the Catholics of Manitoba have a serious grievance and are
entitled to redress? As to our opinion of State
schools, we hold that in theory State schools may
be neither irreligious nor Protestant, but they
must always be non-Christian and this is one of
the causes of Catholic complaint. Leaving theory
aside, all the State schools we know ARF Protestant and non-Catholic in their influence.

"

:

Episcopal Extravasations.
How ludicrous, not to say fatuous, the bishops
of the Protestant Episcopal church appear when,
in their efforts to stir up all Christendom against
the unspeakable Turk, they appeal to the archbishop of Canterbury as the head of the Anglicans, the Tsar as the Jiead of the Greek church
and Kaiser William as the head of the Lutherans?
all of which is right
and then, instead of appealing to the Pope as the head of the Catholic Church,
the most potent and numerous Christian body,
address themselves, according to the New York
Sun, to the Austrian emperor, as a representa"
tive Roman prelate ( ! )." This attempted slight
of the Sovereign Pontiff only renders supremely
ridiculous its authors, and Bishop Lawrence is to
be congratulated on the absence of his name from
the list of signers. The New York Sun, by the
way, charges the Episcopal church with insulting
the whole genius 01 America by allowing the celebration in one of its churches, at New York, of
" King Charles' Day,"and it pertinently asks, " Is
the Episcopal church careless about provoking the
resentment of American conviction and sentiment,
or will Bishop Potter seek to discourage this
Angloinaniac truckling to a monarchical theory
against which the very existence of this republic
is a perpetual protest ?"
?
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ANTI-CATHOLIC DEFEAT IN NEW YORK.

would be $175,000 more. The RB,OOO children
educated outside New York City, at $15 for each
child, would require $1,020,000, and interest on the
cost of buildings $50,000 more, making a
grand total saving to the public of $2,445,000 per
year, and, besides this, the Catholics contributed
their share of taxes towards the maintenance of the

What was the practical result of the agitation
of the secret, anti-Catholic societies in the New
York constitutional convention to which we called
attention last week? Their charges were all
proved false and no material change was recommended by the convention. We have already
spoken of the effect of the visitation of the comIn conclusion Mr. McDonough says:
mittees to the public institutions, (especially the
" And now, looking over the whole ground, and conCatholic ones) against which the chief charges had sidering the excitement and danger which threatened
Catholic institutions during the campaign and at the
been made.
opening of the convention, it can be safely said that these
"It had been asserted," says the writer in the Cath- institutions have not only not lost by the work of the con?

olic World, during the discussion of the Holls' amendment, that Catholic institutions received so much public
money for the support of inmates committed, that they
were able not only to maintain these inmates, but also
were able to accumulate a large surplus which was used
by priests and pastors for the purpose of propagating
the Catholic religion."

"

Mr. Choate, the president of the convention,
whose sympathies at first were with the antiCatholic party, afterwards had the candor to
acknowledge that he had been misinformed on this
point and he declared that he was satisfied there
could be no such surplus as had been claimed.
For almost half a century the law provided for
schools in orphan asylums Catholic and Protestant.
One object of the secret societies undoubtedly was to deprive Catholics of the aid they
had been receiving, on the ground that the instruction given to the inmates was "sectarian."
A sharp contest arose over this proposition, but it
was shown that it was safer, cheaper and better to
teach these children in the institutions than to
send them out to public schools; that no one
wanted pay for teaching catechism and prayers,
and that the State owed these little ones secular
education, which is what it was paying for. It was
shown, to the surprise of many who had been mislead by the lying statements and statistics of the
?

anti-Catholic zealots, that the only public money
paid to sectarian schools was the small sum of
$5,000 a year, a part of the literature fund distributed by the Regents of the University among
thirty-four so-called sectarian academies nineteen of which were Catholic and fifteen Protestant.
Thus, in spite of the alarming statements sent out
by Doctor King's party, it was proved that not a
dollar of public money had been paid to a parochial
school.
The Committee on Education were very much
surprised at the results of their investigations.
The number, the extent and the efficiency of the
"hospitals,
orphan asylums, foundling asylums,
correctional institutions and houses for dependent
children in New York City," Mr. McDonough
says, " simply astonished the delegates from the
rural districts." They were especially surprised
to learn that while the inmates of the House of
Refuge at Randall's Island, with surroundings
nothing to brag of, cost the public about $250 per
year for the care and support of each inmate,
those of the Catholic Protectory, the Hebrew
Orphan Asylum and similarinstitutions where they
were better housed, better clothed, better educated and better cared for cost only $110. The
financial argument proved very influential with
these hard-headed, practical men. When they
saw that instead of taking from the people vast
sums of money, for school purposes, the Catholics,
?

by maintaining their own schools, saved the public
millons of dollars each year they became convinced
that the charges against Catholic greed and Catholic extravagance in the expenditure of public
money were utterly groundless.
The census of the State showed that in 1890
there were about 40,000 children in Catholic
schools in New York. The average cost for each
child in the public schools is $30, so that if the
city had to educate those parish school children it
would be necessary to raise the additional sum of
$1,200,000, and the interest on the capital
necessary to provide additional school buildings

vention, but have positively gained; for after a most
thorough investigation and examination, not an abuse or
a defect worth mentioning was found in any of them.
One of the delegates said to the writer that he came
prejudiced against these institutions, but went home
satisfied that they were almost entirely free from fault."

Thus ended the inglorious warfare of the marshaled hosts of the secret plotters against the
rights of their fellow citizens. With all the
advantages of wealth and influence, of thorough
organization, of zeal and tenacity of purpose, of
plausible, albeit lying statistics and mendacious
misrepresentations, not lacking first-class ability
and eloquence in advocating their cause, they were
doomed to complete and ignominious defeat.
Honest men who had been deceived by the false
showing of the opposition, confessed their error
and threw their influence and their vote against
the bigots and the cause of truth and justice
triumphed. So it will ever be when honest men
are brought face to face with the facts and the
truth about Catholic affairs.

THE REVIVAL OF

THE

CHRISTIAN SPIRIT.

his Holy Spirit's sway. We are to accustom ourselves to ask the simple question, candidly:
What would our dear Lord have done, in such
and such matters, on such and such occasions,
had he been in my position?"
Some of us may be called to a yet simpler process of the interior life than this, although botli
states must always be loyally subjected to the rule
of obedience, whenever spiritual direction intervenes. There is a state of the soul which consists in a complete, blind abandonment to the impulses of the in-dwelling Spirit, so that one seldom
thinks of motives and actions, because there has
been, once and for ever, a primal act of total selfsurrender to the Holy Spirit's sway, and the soul
lives in perfect faith that God will himself work
in it, both to will and to do of his good pleasure.
This is no Quietism, however. It is a constant
act, a constant vivifying life of love and union,
whose joy and peace and liberty are unutterable,
for they come from union with the very Source of
life and love and freedomand delight. These delights of the spiritual life,- can pen paint them,
or tongue tell them? Ah, my God, my God!
give us one taste of those ineffable joys, and win
our cowardly hearts to thee !
This joy and this freedom of spirit attending
the spiritual life are very striking features in the
biographies of holy men and women. The great
spiritual revival that took place in France in the
time of St. Vincent dc Paul and M. Olier affords
us many instances of this.
Listen to this
single
year, more
"In
one
statement.
a
hundred
of
rank
and distincpersons
than
of
seminary
made
a
retreat
at
the
tion
seemed
they
with
the
result
that
St. Sulpice,
to be changed men, both by the course of
life which they embraced, and by the generous
courage with which they broke through every
trammel which might hinder them from giving
themselves wholly to God." Even military men
adopted a rule of life every day gave threequarters of an hour to mental prayer, made examen of conscience before dinner, after dinner
visited the Blessed Sacrament for half an hour,
ministered to the suffering in prisons and hospitals, sought out the poor who were too shy to tell
their needs.
If we fear for our own weakness, let us hear
what our Divine Redeemer said to St. Paul in today's epistle :
My grace is sufficient for thee : for power is
perfected in weakness."
Let us hear what St. Paul says, that spiritual
man indeed, true servant of the Holy Ghost. He
says that he was "in labor and distress, in watchings often, in hunger and thirst, in fastings often,
in cold and nakedness." Yes, all this, and much
persecution,
more trial and suffering than this,
imprisonment, sharp temptation. But whatbesides ?
I know a man in Christ, abovefourteen years
ago, (whether in the body or out of the body, 1
know not, God knoweth) such a one caught up to
the third heaven. And I know such a man (whether
in the body I know not, or out of the body I knownot, God knoweth) that he was caught up into
paradise; and heard secret words, which it is not
allowed for man to utter."
Ask Agnes the virgin martyr, and Anna Maria
Taigi the wife and mother; ask Aloysius the boysaint, and the Baron dc Renty husband and
father, absorbed in the mystery of the Holy
Trinity; ask St. Paul the sorely tempted, and
Augustine once the vile sinner; ask Magdalene
the penitent, and Mary the Immaculate; ask each
and all of these, and they will tell you that the joy
of the spiritual life is far beyond its crosses and
its pain.

"

?

What is the Christian spirit? Is it the spirit of
great austerities, rapturous prayer, missionary
zeal, delighted martyrdom? Is it long hours
spent before the Blessed Sacrament, intense devotion to the Sacred Heart, absorption in charitable
works? Or is it fiery zeal, separation from the
world, entrance into the cloister, taking of holy
vows?
The Christian spirit is the complete abandonment of self to God, the complete union of our
will with God's will.
He that is joined to the
Lord is one spirit. If any man have not the
spirit of Christ, he is none of his."
Have we ever thought who the Holy Spirit
really is, and what it means when we say a man
is a spiritual man? Let us consider these matters
for a while, under the guidance of that same Holy
Spirit of God ; and let us implore Almighty God
to grant us true devotion to that Holy Spirit, and
constant conscious union of our spirit with his.
The Holy Spirit is the very Breath and the
actual Love of God ; and Father Faber says that
he is actually dwelling within us at this moment,
and that all perfection consists in docility to his
inspirations. "This feeble man, this feebler
must become
woman," says Bishop Ullathorne,
Holy Spirit
force
the
living
through
a strong
And
Cardinal
Manning
within
them."
dwelling
noticeable
us
and
very
weighty
left
this
has
statement: When the Holy Ghost sanctifies the
soul, he is creating the saints of God. We are all
of us called to be saints. There are saints standing
among us, and we know them not." Mark what
Secret privations,
he means by using this word.
of
own
will, which will
your
secret sacrifices
all
are
things
be
known
until
revealed, are
never
perfection
of
than
chains and
surer instruments
The
in
this
creates
way
Holy
shirts of hair.
Ghost
when
I
mean
such
as
say
saints,
I
his saints. And
you are, or such as you may be."
The revival of the Christian spirit, for which the
League of the Sacred Heart is called upon to pray
during this month of February, is the revival of An excellent chance of securing the best American
the Spirit of Jesus Christ in the hearts and the magazine, the "Atlantic Monthly," conjointly with the
daily lives of his servants. And this is to be REVIEW, is furnished by an offer to send both for a year
brought about by yielding ourselves humbly to to any one who forwards $5 to this office.
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"A GROSS IMPERTINENCE."

Rev. John O'Brien,

Mexico, Jan. 10, 1896.
?

Dear Sir: Though theoretical discussions are
outside of the province of a correspondent, I may
perhapsbe allowedto offer someexplanations in regard to an expressionwhich slipped from my pen in
my last contributionto the Review. Icharacterized
the labors of the Protestant missionaries in Mexico
as an instance of blatant impertinence. That
they may be described as impertinent I still maintain, but on consideration I would like to soften
the adjective which I used in the heat of composition, and this less in the interestof truth than of
good taste. Such a phrase as "gross impertinence " would have been preferable. Allow me
to state some of the reasons, which occur to one
who is quite impartial in the matter, for describing the efforts of the Protestant missionaries in
Mexico to convert these good people from Catholicism as impertinent, and before doing so I must
sincerely thank both yourself and Professor Starbuck for your kind and indulgent praise. I am
not, however, prepared to do any religious creed
the injustice of claiming affiliation with it.
First. The Protestant missionaries here must
allow, and none but the most rabid would attempt
to deny, that Catholicism is a form of Christianity. The Mexicans, then, to say the least, are
Christians. Then to what are they to be converted?
To a purer form of Christianity? Well, if the
charge of idolatry urged against Catholicism
could be substantiated, or if it could be shown
that its code of ethics is essentially immoral, then
the argument in favor of a purer form of Christianity would have great weight. But if we accept
the account which Catholics give of their own beliefs and practices, (which seems the most obvious and candid course), and admit the assurances
of individual members of the Catholic communion
that their lives have always been pure and irreproachable in proportion as they have lived up to
the moral teachings of their Church, then the argument based on the essential viciousnessof Catholicism in doctrine and ethics falls to the ground.
No attention whatever is to be paid to the assertion of Protestants that many of the Catholic doctrines are absurd, for, in addition to the fact that
it is a petitio principii, the acceptance of the distinctively Catholic teachings involves no greater intellectual sacrifice than do the teachings which
are common to all bodies of Christians. What I
mean is that the doctrine of Transubstantiation is
not intrinsically harder to believe than the doctrine of the Incarnation. If the fundamental idea
of Revelation be once admitted, where is the line
to be drawn, and who is to presume to draw it,
short of propositions absolutely and evidently
contrary to reason? The sum total of the matter
is that Protestants, if they are candid, must allow
Catholicism to be a denomination of Christianity
possessing claims at least co-ordinate with their
own. The logic of their position forces them to
admit the right of private judgment within the
broad field of Christian inquiry. On what ground
then do they presume to interfere with people
whose private judgment either leads them or keeps
them within the fold of Catholic Christianity?
Why should not Baptists send missionaries to
Methodists and Methodists to Baptists? The
logical attitude of the Protestant should be one of
absolute non-interference with the beliefs of his
fellow Christians. In the exercise of the liberty
which he was the first to proclaim they hold opinions differing from his own. and there, to him, the
matter should end. No Protestant without logical inconsistency can act as a missionary among
other denominations of Christians. Now a Catholic can, for he starts from radically different
premises. I am not discussing whether those
premises, or the premises from which the Protestant starts, are correct or the reverse, being

REVIEW

only concerned in showing the logical exigencies
of conduct which are fairly deducible from the
acceptance of the one or the other.
If, however, in spite of premises, the Protestant missionaries in Mexico and other Catholic
countries will persist in maintaining that the most
important body of Christians, both numerically
and historically, are hopelessly in the wrong, so
hopelessly, indeed, as to stand in need of "conversion," then it must be conceded that the case
against Christianity is a pretty strong one. An
outsider will be apt to argue that if during two
thousand years of existence Christianity has been
radically vicious in its most important and striking manifestation, then it is about time it gave
place to a system capable of giving a better account of itself. Have the Protestant missionaries
in Catholic countries ever reflected on this suicidal
aspect of their labors ?
Secondly. What has the Protestant missionary to give to the Mexican Catholic in exchange
for the beliefs which he calls on him to give up ?
Can the Protestant missionary define in a manner
thoroughly to satisfy intellectual exigencies what
are and what are not the tenets of which he is
supposed to be the exponent? What and where is
the ultimate court of appeal as to the credenda of
Protestantism? I have never yet found any one
who could enlighten me on this subject. That
there is no such court of appeal is, I think, sufficiently proved by the theological differences
whereby Protestantism is torn. The missionaries
here do not agree among themselves. What right
have they to teach unless they know with the utmost precision just what they are and are not
teaching? Now, whatever else may be said about
the Catholic creed (and I am not arguing as to its
truth or falsity) no one can say that it is lacking
in clearness and decision. There is no vagueness.
no vacillation, no stuttering about the utterances
of the Catholic Church. The poorest Indian
here, if he is a Catholic, has a better idea of what
he is required to believe than many a Protestant
missionary. Now, as religious tenets are, from
the nature of the case, incapable of demonstration
(I suppose that Catholics will be prepared to
admit this, for if religious truths could be demonstrated, where would be the place of faith?) and
as Protestants, therefore, can never prove the
tenets of Catholicism to be necessarily and intrinsically erroneous, the Mexican Catholic may be
excused if he regards as impertinent the invitation to abandon his own code of belief, which is
intelligible, harmonious, and, when once certain
premises are admitted, entirely logical, for a
vague, confused and kaleidoscopic congeries of
theological speculations.
Thirdly. Have the Protestant missionaries ever
seriously reflected on the very grave responsibility
of unsettling religious beliefs which are on theirown
confession Christian, when experience has thrown
great doubt on the capacity of this race to assimilate any other form of Christianity ?
Fourthly. The Catholic religion, after all, is the
national religion of Mexico. It is the faith
which the Mexican people, and their Spanish
ancestors, have professed ever since they embraced
Christianity. Setting aside doctrinal disputes,
the Mexicans may argue with considerable plausibility that their faith has at least an unbroken
historical sequence. "Where was Methodism,"
they ask, " when our Catholic ancestors repulsed
the Moors at Covadonga, or when, nearly eight
centuries later, they took Granada, and, crossing
the ocean, unfurled the banner of the Redeemer
in the New World? " Their religion has at least
the sanction of time, and of a stirring, romantic

;
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true but not false merely because yours
are yours.
It is not enough to call them
effete because they are old, or antiquated because
they are ancient.
Why may not my first
principles contest the prize with yours? they have
been in the world longer, they have lasted longer,
they have done harder work, they have seen
rougher service." So much for the broad prima
facie aspect of the case.
Fifthly. Many educated and patriotic Mexicans
object not so much to the Protestant propaganda
in itself as to the mode in which it is carried on.
Underlying it all is an assumption of superiority
which is peculiarly galling to a naturally proud
andsensitive people. There is, or is imagined to be,
on the part of the missionaries, a sort of sour disapproval of all that constitutes the national existence. ? The ministers and their wives (particularly the latter) find fault with everything
down to the servants and the cuisine. This is
notorious. They seem to think it incumbent on
them to wear the vinegar aspect." Far different
was the attitude of the American prelates who
visited Mexico in connection with the Guadalupe
festivities. Everything they saw seemed to
please and interest them. They probably knew
that all nations can not be alike, and that it is not
even desirable that they should be so, for the
world would be a desperately monotonous place
if they were. If they saw things which they
would have had otherwise, they probably made
charitable allowances, on the oft-quoted principle
of Thomas a Kempis. Now it is this broad
spirit of charity, which is the essential characteristic of the traveled gentleman, that the missionaries seem to lack.
Sixthly. As there are still so many nations
that have not yet heard the name of Christ, are
not they a fitter subject for missionary labor than
a people who have professed Christianity here
and in Spain for considerably more than ten

yours are

. . .
.

.

"

centuries ?
Seventhly. Protestantism has no national existence here. It is sustained exclusively by
foreign resources, whereas Catholicism in Protestant countries has at least a national organization
and complexion. Mexicans argue that it is unnatural, and can not but feel some distrust, from
a patriotic point of view, with regard to the motives of this systematic propping up of a code of
belief, which, left to local resources, would within
a few years fall to the ground and perish. The
thing seems to them superfluous, and impertinent
in the literal Latin sense of the word.
Such are some of the reasons which, perhaps
unanalyzed, lead Mexicans to resent the presence
of the missionaries here, though in justice to the
courtesy and hospitality of this people that resentment seldom or never takes an active form, and
anything to the contrary published in the missionary reviews, with no apparent object but to afford
mild excitement to old lady contributors over their
bohea, is inaccurate.
Hoping that there is nothing so heteredox in
the above letter as to prevent its publication in
the Review, with the necessary provisos on
your part, 1 am,

With the greatest respect,
Youk Mbxicui Correspondent.
Is not the New York Sun too severe upon our
Protestant friends who have been for some time
aping the Church in their doctrine and ritual, and
who are now determined,it seems, to have a calendar
of saints all of their own? The material is scant
and uninviting, it is true, but St. Charles I. sounds
well, and when the list grows by the addition of
St. Henry VIII., St. Luther, St. Calvin and
the array of names will be
why not St. Knox ?
respectable in length, and will doubtless appeal
strongly to the pious sympathies of a certain class
of Americans, and above all strengthen materially
the claim of the Protestant Episcopal church to
its new and ambitious title of
the American

history.
They might, with few changes, apostrophize
the missionaries in the words of Newman:
"Catholicism had its first principles before you
were born; you say they are false; very well,
prove them to be so; they are false, indeed, if Church."

?
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CATHOLIC THOUGHT AND EVENTS IN FOREIGN
LANDS.

Rome, Jan. 25, 189G.
If one has a naturally cheerful temperament,
and good health, a winter in Rome may be very
enjoyable, but if one's spirits are susceptible to
the influence of the weather, let him seek a sunnier climate, if he can find one at this season of
the year. It was perfectly delightful here in
December, warm enough even to sit out-of-doors
in the sunshine, and the walks and drives on the
Campagna in the morning, and on the Pincian
hill at five o'clock in the afternoon made one
forget that winter was drawing on. But with January the usual damp, cloudy and often rainy
weather set in. Then it is that the prevailing
gloom and grayness become contagious, and a
general depression settles on the foreign colony.
The Romans are naturally less susceptible, and,
besides, they are occupied with many interests.
The news from Africa still keeps the public
mind in a state of uncertainty. Its irregularity
and its dubious character opens a field for all
sorts of conjectures and apprehensions. For several weeks every one was seeking to find an explanation for the inertia of the Shoan troops.
Then came the telegram announcing the attack on
Makaleh. The garrison of one thousand men,
commanded by Major Galliano, defended the post
with the greatest bravery, but, from the first, it
was practically hopeless. As theShoans advanced
on the fort they git possession of the well from
whence the troops drew water, and Major Galliano wrote that they had begun to use their reserved supply inside the fort. General Baratieri
could not leave his quarters at Adigrat withbut
risking the failure of future operations. The
latest telegrams report that the Shoans have allowed Major Galliano to march out of the fort
with all the honors of war thus abandoning the
town of Makaleh. Their next fortified post is
Adigrat, where General Baratieri has about 29,000
men. Probably the next encounter will be here,
unless the Italian Government accedes to King
Menelik's terms. It does not seem probable,
however, that Italy will abandon Tigre, unless she
is driven out by force. The Abyssinians are
splendid fighters, as the Italians have had good
reason to acknowledge.
In spite of the inclemency of the weather and his
insufficiently heated apartments, his Holiness enjoys excellent health. He rises at six o'clock
every morning, says Mass in his private chapel,
or, if it is very cold, in his own room. After
Mass he takes a cup of coffee and then begins the
official business of the day, followed by receptions. His noonday breakfast is a frugal meal,
even when guests are present. One recently
asked to breakfast with his Holiness, native of a
land where this meal is a substantial function, was
so charmed with the courtesy of his host that he
did not realize, until some hours later, that nothing
save coffee, toast and ice-cream had been served.
On the feast of the Epiphany about fifty persons were admitted to the Holy Father's Mass in
his private chapel. Several of these persons were
afterwards granted an audience.
His Holiness was present at the evening ceremonies attendant upon the beatification of the
Venerable Bernardino Realino. Since the revolution, every opportunity to see the Pope is
eagerly grasped, and the crowd in the hallof Loggiawas so immense it seemed as if the walls must
have expanded in order to admit the multitude.
It matters not how many times one may have
seen the spectacle, the sight of the venerable Pontiff
borne aloft upon his sedia always awakens the
same profound emotions. When that pale, vivid
face appears, lifted above the heads of the crowd,
and thunders of applause thrill the air, the effect
?
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on the heart and the imagination is over-powering. He remained only through the recitation of
the rosary and during Benediction.
They have an interesting service at the church
of St. Andrea della Valle that commemorates the
calling of all nations to the Christian faith.
Every day between the 6th and 13th of January, a Mass according to the Latin rite is
sung at 8.30, and at 9.30 a Mass according to the
Eastern rite, and every day there are three sermons in Italian, and one in a foreign tongue.
This year the instructions will be given in English,
German, French, Spanish, and Polish.
One who had never before been in Rome at this
season was quite bewildered by suddenly finding
himself one evening in the midst of the crowd on
the Piazza Navona, and confronted by the sight
all in full acand sound of innumerable horns
?

tivity.
Every year, between the 1st and the 15th of
January, a fair is held in this piazza, now officially

and grand palaces, bathed by the pale silvery
Arno. What shall we say of Santa Croce with
its frescoes, its sepulchral marbles, its sombre
cypress trees ? When one feels oppressedin spirit,
there is a certain solace in walking through an

Italian Campo Santo.
The ancient chapel of the Pazzi opens behind the Santa Croce cloister. Luca della Robbia's
famous medallions decorate it; pictures, too, by
Cimabue and Giotto. One frequently finds,
especially in the Florentine museums, the signature,
Ignoto Toscano.' The treatment of the subject
is admirable, the coloring masterly, but the artist
remains unknown. Those old masters were sometimes saints; they worked for the love of God,
and for the love of art, but never for the love of
self.
"Very interesting, too, is that cloister of the
Frari, crowded with works of art, leaning against
the back of one of the most famous churches in
Venice. It looks like some prodigious floating
monument. It is not on the Grand Canal, but
lost amid the little canals that divide its lagoons
for ever. Not a sound is heard ; nothing stirs
the silence save the monotonous and drawling cry
of the gondoliers at the junction of the canals, or
the fleeting footsteps of those who cross the
bridges. It is unfortunate for him who sees
Venice under foggy skies, when the waves of the
Adriatic are lashed into fury by the winds. This
is not the coquettish and languishing bride of the
Doges. The true sea looks tender and blue.
Trieste, Fiume and Miramar are all reflected in
her waves, while she flings her arms around the
thousand islands of Dalmatia. One must see
Venice from a gondola either under brilliant sunshine or by the milky moonlight, or while she still
blushes under the kiss of the wakening dawn."

"

'

called the Piazza del Circo Agonale, but known
to the older generation as the Piazza Navona. It
is a modest little fair as to the number and size of
its booths and the value of its goods, but any
passer-by on Twelfth Night might well believe
Bedlam had been let loose. The man who sells
the trumpets, or horns, is never at a loss for a
customer. From the baby in arms to the father,
who is not carrying him, every creature who can
blow ever so faint a blast is armed with a horn,
and from sunset till three o'clock in the morning
the uproar is something that must be heard to be
fitly appreciated.
Professor Lanciani has been giving interesting
lectures on the recent discoveries at Lake Nemi,
and there are four chamber concerts promised for
February.
The work on the church of St. Joachim goes on
with great activity. They are covering the apse
The library of M. Ernest Renan has been
with aluminum.
purchased by Madame Calmann Levy, the widow
of the well known publisher, who will present it
GENERAL FOREIGN NOTES.
to the Bibliotheque Nationale. It consists of seven
thousand volumes and will be kept together in a
From an article on Italian cloisters, contributed
special room which will bear the name of the great
to Le Monde, signed XXX., we take the followacademician.
French
ing: Among all the monuments of the past, or
of the present, that captivate the imagination of
Father Veroelet, who, although advanced in
the traveler, there are few more imposing than the
undertook the office of chaplain on board the
age,
cloisters. One who chances to cross the corridors
died at Majunga in the early part of
Massilia,
of St. JohnLateran, or St. Paul-beyond-the-Gates,
December.
Six chaplains have died in Madafeels the influence of that sweetly solemn peace
gascar
since the war began. Not half enough has
that breathes from the venerable walls, and the
sepulchral tablets evoke majestic memories of long been told of the part played by French missionaries in the evangelization of Madagascar, until
departed Pontiffs.
Fathers lately published an acSt. John Lateran is today the exclusive two of the Jesuit
labors.
It seems no more than
of their
property of the Popes. The cloister of St. Paul, count
the
memory
of these heroes of the
one of the most poetic and dreamy in Italy, serves just to recall
at
time
when
a
our valiant soldiers are
now for the royal barracks. What a contrast be- Church
winning the laurels they so well deserve. The
tween the seraphic figures of St. Francis of Assist
mission, which was expelled from the island, can
now
and Fra Angelico, and those men of war who
now return to Tananarive, where it was so firmly
dwell within the convent!
established that all its works are still in existence.
"The cloister of St. Lawrence-beyond-the-Walls,
The daughter-in-law of the prime minister, who is
cemetery
on theverge of the Campagna, serves as a
a devoted Christian, with the aid of a group of
to the great city. It is all white marble. Portraits,
Malagassee converts, organized under the name
since
forgotten
busts and statues of the poor, long
of
the Catholic Union, saved all that could be
attitudes.
souls, are there in life-like
The cloister of the Trinita dc Monte, now the saved. Catholicism is gaining ground day by
Our religious compose grammars, draught
convent of the Sacred Heart, renews, on certain day.
maps, write up the fauna and the flora, the cusdays, its youth and vigor. I remember one year
the country; all the while
to have seen a pretty procession there. It was on toms and the trade of
love
God and France.
teaching
people
to
the
the Bth of December. All the schoolgirls, wearing
veils of snowy tulle, like little brides, each bore the
Robinson Crusoe has a successor on the island
frail stem of a tall white lily in her hand.
of
Juan Fernandez in the person of a Swiss by
"This group of lilies, wavering in the slender
hands that held them, looked, from afar, like a the name of Rodt. In 1872 he hired the island
bed of snow white flowers blown to and fro by the from the Chilian governor, for the purpose of
forming there an agricultural colony, which is now
breeze.
"The humblest Italian hamlet often hides a in full activity. M. Rodt is sixty years of age.
cloister of marvelous beauty. There are many He fought at Champigny in 1870-71. He is
curious ones in Tuscany, especially in Florence, practically the monarch of the island where, under
that radiant city of the lilies, with its basilicas the sovereignty of Chili, he exercises legislative,
inlaid with priceless marbles, the city of loggias administrative and judiciary functions.

"

"
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ITEMS OF INTEREST TO CATHOLIC READERS.
The Protestant Episcopal Church.
Mr. Jesse Albert Locke, a convert to Catholicism
from that sect, discusses in the February number
of the Catholic World the lately-held general convention of the Protestant Episcopal church. In
giving a succinct story of the history and organization of this sect, Mr. Locke points out that the
adherents of the Established church of England
whoresided in this country at the period of our
revolutionary war found themselves in a very disorganized condition, inasmuch as most of their
ministers sided with Great Britain and many of
them had left these shores, in consequence. Albeit
the Episcopalians then dwelling here were under
the oversight of the bishop of London, neither that
prelate nor any other English Episcopalian one
ever visited this country. When the colonies won
their independence, and some of the resident Episcopalians, after the example of the Catholics,
decided upon securing a bishop of their own,
sending Doctor Seabury to England for consecration no Anglican prelate could be found willing
to impose the mitre upon him Doctor Carroll,
it may be remarked, experienced no such difficulty
when he went to England, a fact that would seem
to indicate that the English Catholics were far
from being as resentful towards the victorious
Americans as the Anglicans and he had to apply
to a Scottish bishop. It was not without delay
and difficulty, moreover, that Episcopalian candidates for the ministry in New York, Virginia and
Pennsylvania succeeded in securing ordination, at
?

?

the completion of their studies, from the Anglican
prelates to whom they applied. The separation
made necessary by the independence of the colonies led to a revision of the Anglican prayerbook and church constitution, and from that
revision came the sect which is now known as the
Protestant Kpiscopal church. Mr. Locke enters
somewhat at length into an examination of the
organization of this sect, and dwells upon the
abnormal power which the laity have in the Protestant Kpiscopal church, a power wholly unknown,
he wellremarks, to Catholic antiquity, one whereby
"the sheep may lead the shepherds, or at least
dictatethe path in which they will allow themselves
to be led," and a vivid illustrationof whose absurd
influence was afforded in the Minneapolis convention, when a lay delegate from New York defeated the adoption of the title of primate for the
presiding prelate, although the house of bishops
and the clerical deputies had declared in its favor
by a big majority.
Bishop Coxe and De Maistre.
Mr. Locke pays his respects to Bishop Coxe of
Buffalo, who delivered the opening sermon at the
Minneapolis convention, and who, after indulging
in his usual fling at the Jesuits, undertook to show
that Dc Maistre, the distinguished French writer,
held that the Anglican church was the great
motive power in Christendom whence the restoration of its religious unity must proceed. Mr.
Locke shows, by quotations from Dc Maistre's
works, that that eminent Frenchman, instead of
submitting, as Bishop Coxe stated, that Catholicism
and Calvinism should put themselves on a level
with Anglicanism and thus restore religious unity
to Christendom, simply, but very plainly, declared
that Anglicanism, having retained some of the
Catholic elements of ceremony and liturgy which
the other sects had abandoned, should head the
movement for the return of Protestantism to
Roman unity. That there may be no doubt on
this point, Mr. Locke cites from Dc Maistre, and
from) the"very* treatise"from* which Bishop* Coxe
quoted,the following declarations "The sovereign

:
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Pontiff is the necessary, the sole and the exclusive
basis of Christendom. To him belong the promises, with him disappears unity that is the
Church. Every Church which is not Catholic is
Protestant. The principle is the same always ;
that is to say, insurrection against the sovereign
unity; all the dissentient churches can differ
among themselves only in regard to the number of
rejected dogmas." After disposing thus of Bishop
Coxe, Mr. Locke goes on to show that it would be
absurd to look for Christian unity to a sect which,
like Anglicanism or Protestant Episcopalianism,
has never been itself united. For Anglicanism,
bornof compromise, has everbeen dividedintowarring camps, and the lack of unity in the Protestant
Episcopalian fold was very strikingly disclosed
not to mention
at the Minneapolis convention
the many other evidences of it wherein one
delegate, speaking of the inability of the convention to agree upon fundamental matters, said that
the same unrest and uncertainty could be found
everywhere in the Protestant Episcopal ranks.
?

?

?

"The Anglo-Saxon Church."
Mr. Locke sees in the tendency, so markedly
exhibited by the Churchman, to call the Protestant
Episcopal sect " the Anglo-Saxon church" a
modern illustration of that old Jewish conception
which regarded the church as a racial communion
and could not conceive of a religion broad enough
to include all lands and people. The appellation of the same sect by the title of " the church of
the English-speaking race " prompts him to remind
those who employ it that " there is no
speaking race," to point out to them " that many
millions of English-speaking people have yet to be
convinced that the Almighty has given them
spiritually into the handsof the Anglicanreligion,"
and to cite against them the admission made by
Bishop Huntington at Minneapolis, that more than
nineteen out of the twenty millions of American
church-goers do not recognize the Protestant Episcopal church as having any claim upon them. If
this sect be " the church of the English-speaking
race," as is claimed for it, Mr. Locke wants to
know with what consistency it is providing translations of its prayer-book into Italian, Spanish
and other tongues, and why it is intruding itself,
through its missions, into Mexico, Cuba, Spain
and Brazil. He recognizes that the High-church
party is gaining ground, but thinks that it will
never succeed in establishing complete control.
Even if it did, and rested at that, nothing substantial would follow, he says, for, as long as Protestantism remains what it is, all the tests which
High-churchmen might demand today could be
swept away tomorrow : and he concludes by declaring that the question of faith resolves itself
into this, Is there or is there not an infallible
teacher? If there is, there is no room for Anglicanism or Protestant Episcopalianism. If there is
not, the only logical outcome is that negation of
all faith towards which, unhappily, so much of
modern thought outside the Catholic Church is
rapidly hastening.

wounds and sores of lepers. It is sometimes impossible, Doctor Brann points out, for a candidate
for Holy Orders to receive them without the
authority and aid of the physician; his authority
carries deciding weight when dispensations from
fasting are considered, and his testimony is often
required before a saint may be canonized. He is
often consulted by the priest when it is a question
of administering the Sacraments, and not without
good reason, consequently, does the Doctor call
him the priest's brother," and say of the twain :
" meet at the cradle and the grave. The
"oneThey
gives spiritual relief and strength, while the
other gives physical relief and strength to the sick
man.
The priest and the physician work
of benevolence, beneficence and
way
togetherin the
courage. When the plague comes all fly but the
priest and the doctor. With courage greater than
that of the soldier who, stimulated by the exciting environment, storms the battery, they calmly
face death in the perils of the pest in hospital and
hovel; in the dreary hovel of the poor where the
sick are dying from typhus or cholera; where there
is nothing to excite courage, but all tends to depression and despair. In such cases the physician
rivals the priest in self-sacrifice. A good priest
never deserts, and who has ever heard of a good
physician deserting his post under such circum-

. . .

stances?"
Washington Irving's Faith.

In a very entertaining paper, "Personal Reminiscences of Washington Irving," John Morris,
M. D., gives us in this same number of the Catholic World an insight into the spirituality of his
subject by stating that Irving, referring to the
fact that the Father of his Country had once
blessed him by laying his hand upon his head
when Irving was but a child, said in after years
that he had reason to believe that that blessing
had attended him during life. If a Catholic were
to say this of the blessing of some good bishop
or pious priest, Doctor Morris remarks, he would
be esteemed credulous or superstitious by his
Protestant friends; and he well adds that the
stronger and simpler the mind is the more beautiful is itsfaith. As a further evidence that Irving did
not wholly lack faith and had a certain respect for
religion, its forms, its ceremonies and sacraments,
he cites this description of Christmas from his
"Sketch Book." "Of all the old festivals,"
writes Irving, in that work, " Christmas awakens
the strongest and most heart-felt associations.
There is a tone of solemn and sacred feeling that
blends with our conviviality, and lifts the spirit to a
state of hallowed and elevated enjoyment. The services of the Church about this season are extremely
tender and inspiring; they dwell on the beautiful
story of the origin of our faith, and the pastoral
scenes that accompanied its announcement, they
gradually increase in fervor and pathos during the
season of Ad%-ent, until they break forth in full
jubilee on the morning that brought peace and
good will to men. Ido not know of a grander
effect of music on the moral feelings than to hear
the full choir and the pealing organ performing a
Christmas anthem in a cathedral and filling every
part of the vast pile with triumphant harmony."
This may serve in a way the purpose for which
Doctor Morris cites it; but ah! how weak and
inane is such mere word painting after all, and how
much better, stronger and truer would have been
Irving's wordshad he possessed the real faith which
Christ, whose natal day he describes, brought to
earth!

"The Priest's Brother."
An admirable article is the short paper which
the Rev. Doctor Brann contributes to this magazine under the caption of " How the Church
Honors the Medical Profession." The Doctor declares that the Church has honored the physician
from the days of St. Luke, the physician and
evangelist, to the present day, when she honors
him, as she has always done, in her laws in
various ways. She has placed on the calendar of
all come to us
Death, life, sickness, health
her saints Bordegato, ? the Roman physician and
the
order
of
Providence.
by
benefactor of the poor, who died in 1737 ; she has
declared blessed John Columbani, albeit he was
not a physician, properly speaking, for his kindWe will send the "Atlantic Monthly," which is the best
ness to and care of the sick, and she has given
of the secular magazines, together with the REVIEW, to
a place of honor on her altars to Peter Claver,
the Jesuit volunteer hospital nurse who dressed the any subscriber for $5 a year.
?
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ReligIous nstruction.

Religous Maxims.

ChurcCalendar.
SUNDAY, FEB. 'J.

SUNDAY.

THE SEVENTH

COMMANDMENT.

Be assured that we shall obtain more grace and
Sexagesima Sunday. Epistle, II Coiinthians
xi. 19-xii. 10; Gospel, St. Luke xviii., 31?34. merit in one day by suffering patiently the afflicI
the
St.
Paul
in
which
from
or
from
our
epistle
speaks
In
of today's Mass
tions
come to us
God
With the exception of the professional sharper,
his own praise, or rather in praise, of his own neighbor than we could acquire in ten years by every one agrees in acknowledging the culpability

ministry, to exalt that above the ministry of false
teachers and to put the Corinthians on their guard
against the doctrines of the latter. Of such
teachers he said : "They are Hebrews, so am I.
They are Israelites, so am I. They are the seed
of Abraham, so am I. They are the ministers of
Christ (I speak as one less wise) : I am more."
In his day, as in ours, there were preachers who
sought to win people to theirway of believingby
asserting that they possessed the only true teachings of Christ, whose ministers they claimed
to be; and the great apostle of the Gentiles,
without wasting any time in denying their
assumptions, proclaimed the superiority of his
own ministry by asserting that he was all
they claimed to be and something more than
that. That is to say, he contended that he
was not only a Christian minister, as they
claimed to be, but to him belonged, what they
could not arrogate to themselves, a divine mission,
inasmuch as he was commissioned and empowered
by Jesus Christ himself to preach the Gospel to
all lands and people. With equal force and the
same truth can the Catholic missionary who undertakes the evangelization of any people today say
to them that while other preachers may come to

them and claim to possess this and that advantage
of birth and ancestry, proclaiming themselves
ministers of the Church, he is all that and more,
for the reason that he holds that same divine commission given by Christ, of which St. Paul boasted
to the Corinthians, and which they lack. Herein,
as we have had frequent occasions to remark before today, lies the great difference which divides
the Catholic missionary from the Protestant evangelist. The former has Christ's sanction, nay,
his command, to undertake the work in which he
is engaged. He does not go about it of his own
accord, or because some association of men has
delegated him to the task, but for the reason that
Christ has sent him in precisely the same manner
that he ordered the apostles to go and preach the
Gospel to all creatures and to baptize them in the
name of the Father and of the Son and of the
Holy Ghost. No such commission, though, has
the Protestant missionary. He may be zealous,
though his doctrines
earnest and right-minded
be wrong or imperfect but he lacks the seal of
divine authority upon his work, not being heir to
the apostolical commission, and his work must
necessarily suffer in consequence, no matter what
efforts be put forth in its accomplishment. The
powers, the benedictions, the prerogatives and the
divine assistance, all of which things accompany
the Catholic missionary who goes forth to preach
the Gospelin obedience to Christ's command, are
wanting to the preacher who undertakes that work
without Christ's commission. He is but a pretender and a false claimant; and his pretences
and false claims become unbearable when, in
violation of good taste and human decency, he
parades them in the face of a people whose land
was Christian for long ages before the sect that
sends him forth came into existence to disrupt the
unity of the Christian world. The Catholic missionary is the only Christian preacher who can
glorify himself and his ministry to the people in
whose behalf that is exerted, in the manner wherein
St. Paul glorified his to the Corinthians when .he
said to them, alluding to the false teachers of his
day : "They are the ministers of Christ (according to their own claims) : I am more! "
?

?
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SI. Scholastica, Virgin.

FEB

10.

mortifications and other exercises which are of our
own choice. St. Fkancis dc Sales.
To give alms is nothing, unless you give
thought also; and, therefore, it is written not
"Blessed is he that feedeth the poor," but
"Blessed is he that considereth the poor." A
little thought and kindness are often worth more
than a great deal of money.

and infamy of theft. Upon this point people quite
withoutreligion think just the same as Christians.
The seventh commandment condemns theft, and
it is this commandmentwhich we desire to explain,
with several details. These details are not superfluous ; a number of people will grant a general
principle withoutunderstandingall the|cousequences
which result from it, and even those who grant
most willingly that it is forbidden to steal are
MONDAY.
sometimes surprisingly clever in binding themHe who fails to reflect before acting walks with
selves as to the nature of certain forbidden profhis eyes shut and advances with danger. He also
its which, in plain language, ought to be called
falls very often, because the eye of reflection
thefts.
does not enable him to see whither his footsteps
To steal is to take something which does not
lead.? St. Greoory the Great.
belong to us without having any right to it; it is
Difficulty is a severe instructor set over us by to sin against our neighbor by appropriating what
the supreme ordinance of a parental Guardian,
is lawfully his. It is not here necessary to demwhoknows us better than we know ourselves, as
onstrate that it is wrong to steal. "Do unto
he loves us better, too.
others as you would they should do unto you," says
the law of God. Should you be willing for any
If man knew the value of crosses and afflictions, one to take your clothes, your money, your house,
he would regard them as gifts of God, and of such your land, or anything that belongs to you?
importance as to be greatly desired. Vener- Should you not justly condemn the man who committed such an action towards you? Therefore,
able L. dc Bi.ois.
Consider sweetness of temper and activity of theft is both guilty and unjust. There are manymind, if they naturally belong to you, as talents of methods of stealing. One of the most daring is
special worth and utility, for which you will have theft upon the high-road ; the theft committed by
to give account. Carefully watch against what- the armed bandit who stops the unwary traveler
ever might impair them; keep them in continual and demands his money or his life. There is
a class of thieves who are quite as dishonest, but
exercise, and direct them to their highest ends.
whose evil doings are involved in much mystery.
WEDNESDAY.
These are swindlers, sharpers, pickpockets, houseHe who would share with me in the glory of the breakers ; in a word, the ordinary inhabitants of
victory must model his life to resemble mine.? the houses of correction. For such as these there
St. Gertrude.
is no cry for mercy, since they are universally rePeople seldom improve when they have no jected and condemned. And next comes a third
model but themselves to copy after.
class, not so easily recognized. These are people
who, under a pretense of rendering you a service,
THURSDAY.
of your money by schemes and
Though we do but lisp, even though we address get possession
so
concocted that they appear
cleverly
calculations
God without opening our lips, we may cry to him
above
are charitable enough
reproach.
They
quite
from the inmost recesses of the heart. When the
at the modest interest
to
lend
a
sum
of
you
money
whole direction of the inmost soul is towards God
or they will lend you
25,
;
of
or
50
cent.
per
20,
he always hears. Clement ov Alexandria.
money witll a show of fair dealing at only 8 or 10
Every appeal to your impatience is an oppor- per cent., but, in a very short time, by accumulattunity to learn patience.
ing both interest and principle, they will conFRIDAY.
trive to ruin you.
we
shall
not
be
judgment,
The law discourages the practice of usury as
Truly, at the day of
have
but
what
have
read,
we
much as possible, but it can render itself invisible,
examined on what we
well
we
have
but
how
spoken,
and often hides itself so well that it is impossible
done; not how
religiously we have lived. Thomas a Kemi-is.
to prove it in order to punish it. But although
Prosperity is no just scale; adversity is the the usurer may succeed in eluding human justice,
he shall fall hereafter into the hands of God, who
only balance to weigh friends.
can not be deceived.
SATURDAY.
The fourth method of stealing, with regard to
Beware of making your moral staple consist which it is very easy to deceive one's self, is, for
of the negative virtues. It is good to abstain and this reason, only too common, especially in large
teach others to abstain from all that is sinful or towns. A shopman sells for the first quality
hurtful. But making a business of it leads to somethingthat he knows to be of inferior quality ;
emaciation of character, unless one feeds largely he weighs, he measures, always to his own
also on the more nutritious diet of active, sympa- advantage ; he knows how to turn the scale so
thetic benevolence.
cleverly that the unfortunate purchaser can perceive nothing wrong. Thus out of twelve or
TUESDAY, FEB. 11.
fifteen yards he will manage to gain about half a
The Seven Holy Founders, Confessors.
yard ; out of fifteen or twenty pounds of merchandise, a pound or a pound and a half. This is
WEDNESDAY, FEB. IL'.
a theft; nothing but a theft.
St. Agatha, Virgin and Martyr.
?

?

?

?

Think not that you have made any progress in
perfection unless you esteem yourself as the worst
of all, and desire that all others should be preFRIDAY, FEB 14.
ferred before you. St. Teresa.
St. Cyril of Alexandria, Bishop and Confessor.
THURSDAY, FEB. IS.

St. Raymund of Pennafort. Confessor.

?

SATURDAY, FEB. 18.

Office of the Blessed Virgin.

Three things to cultivate
friends and good humor.

?

good books, good
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Friendly Hints.

position : " Beware of the first drink, for if you
don't take the first drink, you will never take the
second."

HOW TO LIVE HAPPILY.
of Philadelphia told the deleThe sage counsel embodied in the subjoined
I have given the subject of wine-making in this gates of the temperance societies who called upon
that should be reflected upon as they
paragraphs,
country considerable investigation, says a corre- him to wish him a happy year that he had for
will
read,
are
suffice, if acted upon, to render life
spondent of the PhiladelphiaLedger, writing from years been a total abstainer.
for
the
happy
ordinary mortal:
Paris, and can establish to the satisfaction of inDon't
too much importance on the things
place
The
Winsted,
Conn.,
St. Francis Society of
telligent and fair-minded people that the wines
;
of
this
life
are passing.
they
where
the
next
diocesan
convention
is
be
held,
sent to America are systematically adulteratedand
to
The
secret
of
success
in life is for a man to be
has
taken
recently
possession of handsome new
thereby rendered unwholesome.
for
his
when it comes.
opportunity
ready
in
block.
quarters
Then he goes on to show how they are able to
Cleveland
Children
are
travelers
arrived in a strange
newly
manufacture wineswithout grapes. The falsification
The city of Tcxarkana voted the saloons out, country ; we should thereforeendeavor not to misis reduced to a science and has the general terms
of the coupage, the mouillage and the platrage. and immediately the Cotton Belt Railroad moved lead them.
Do not speak all that you can; spend not all
Coupage is the mixing with other wines of water, its machine shops from Pine Bluff to Texarkana.
and is the first setting-up. Mouillage is the wet- The company prefers to have its shops where there that you have; believe not all that you hear; and
tell not all that you know.
ting down of the wine, which is water work, pure is no whisky sold.
Those, though in the highest station, who disand simple. Platrage is the "plastering" of
Rev. A. P. Doyle, C. S. P., general secretary
oblige their friends, shall infallibly come to know
wines with sulphate of lime the plaster of pans of the C. T. A.
U. of A., begins at Somerville
of commerce
and is intended to correct acidity. tomorrow a series of ten lectures in behalf of the the value of them, by having none when they shall
Alcohol from Germany to Spain ; heavy wine cause. He is to speak Monday at St. Augustine's most need them.
from Spain to France, and then, presto! you Church,
Caution in crediting, reserve in speaking, and
South Boston.
in revealing one's self to a very few, are the best
have the finest wines, all from the same tank.
Akuibishop Elder, Bishop Watterson and securities both of peace and good understanding
The alcohol of commerce is like a child that
does not know its own father. It might be the Rev. D. A. Clarke of Columbus pleaded the cause with the world, and to the inward peace of our
simple product of the grape, and then, again, it of the Haskell bill last week before the Ohio own minds.
Always speak kindly and politely to those under
might not, with the accent on the not." The Legislature. The bill provides for local option in
foundling has many reputed fathers
corn, rice wards, townships, incorporated villages, counties you. »If you want them to do anything for you,
ask them and not order them. They will respect
and other grains, potatoes, beets, honey, starch, and cities.
and love you, and be much more willing to help
etc., all produce alcohol alcohol that may be
Rev. Lord Archibald Douglas, who is in
you.
used to strengthen the wine of France, which, by
Canada looking for a place to establish a home
The happy gift of being agreeableseems to conthe way, is not always to be taken as the juice
for London waifs, is an ardent temperance advoeither of the pure and tender grape or of grape
sist not in one but an assemblage of talents tendcate. He took the pledge of total abstinence from
ing to communicate delight; and how many are
mixtures." "When the lion's skin falls short,
Monsignor Nugent in the year of his ordination,
there who, by easy manners, sweetness of temper,
we eke it out with the fox's." When the harvest
thirty years ago.
and a variety of other undefinable qualities, posfails, wine can be made of dried raisins, figs, loSpeaking the other day at Columbus, O., against sess the power of pleasing without visible effort,
cust beans, etc., etc. Thousands and thousands
of boxes of poor quality raisins, ligs and beans the saloon, Rev. F. E. Clark, the head of the without the aid of wit, wisdom or learning, nay,
annually find their way to French territory from Christian Endeavorers, who hails from this city, as it may seem, in their defiance, and this without
eastern lands, but we will leave them out of the said: " I am glad to stand upon the same plat- appearing even to know that they possess it.
How much of life is wasted in unfinished work.
reckoning and confine ourselves to the wine of form with the Roman Catholic bishop who has
France. Nor will we take to the water just yet. done so much in aid of the suppression of the Many a man uses up his time in good beginnings.
But, my friends of the clubs, you who have your saloon. It is not strange that we should thus The labor devoted to commencing ten things and
special fancies in brands of wine, can you believe unite to conquer an evil, the forces of which are leaving them useless would finish five of them and
that your Macon, your Libourne, your Beaujolais strongly leagued together and which may be fought make them profitable and useful. Finish your
work. Life is brief; time is short. Stop beginall come out of the same vat ? That your Bour- only by the same tactics of unity."
ning forty things, and go back and finish four.
brothers,
with
deaux and your Burgundy are twin
Put patient, persistent toil into the matter, and be
Si'KAMMi at the anti-saloon convention held assured, one completed undertaking will
their birthmarks slightly altered in the cradle?
yield
last
week at Columbus, O., Bishop Watterson of yourself more profit than a dozen fair plans of
You are not compelled to believe me if you do not
which people will say :
This man began to build
wisli to, but Magna eat Veritas et pro valebit." that city said to the delegates :
and
not
able
to
was
finish."
"Whatsoever thy
American
citizens
patriotic
you
ready
Truth lies at the bottom of a well and knows a
"As
are
hand findeth to do, do it with thy might."
the
Monroe
doctrine
with
patriotic
to
maintain
great deal about the wine business.
words and patriotic deeds in the question of the
Venezuelan boundary, and as American citizens
A FEW WORDS FOR MARRIED PEOPLE.
with the motives of a still nobler patriotism you
TEMPERANCE NOTES.
are determined also to defend a higher than the
The observance of the following rules will
St. Cecilia's auxiliary branch was formed in St. Mouroe principle in settling the limits of the drink greatly increase
the happiness of married
Patrick's parish, New Haven, last month, starting trallic, and to boldly say to the saloon: 'You people
have encroached too far. Back ! thus far and no
1. Try to keep family affairs to yourselves.
with more than fifty members.
farther'; or even, if necessary 'Out, utterly and Allow no one, even your most intimate
friend, to
entirely !' "
into
that
the
should
the
peer
sanctuary
guard
Good at all seasons of the year, total abstiheart's hidden domestic troubles. He who comO'Reilly,
pastor
O.
S.
of
A.,
Rev.
T.
James
nence from intoxicating drink should especially be
plains to a neighbor or a friend of the partner of
St. Mary's Church, Lawrence, and president of his life nourishes a worm that will eat away conpracticed during the holy season of Lent.
the Boston archdiocesan union, who recently re- jugal love and happiness.
hoy
of
15
was
treated
in
a
New
York
turned from an extendedforeign trip, was enteryears
A
2. Regulate your expenses by your income, so
hospital last week for enlargement of the liver tained last week by representatives of the C. T. A. as to lay by a spare penny for a rainy day.
3. In your intercourse with each other show
caused by the use of beer, to whicli he had for societies at the United States hotel, this city.
the
same friendly regard and loving consideration
After
the
of
the
had
been
good
things
duly
table
years been accustomed.
attended to, Father McKenna of Marlboro, an for one another which characterized your courtship.
A I'iiYMCiAN declares that one-half of the con- ardent worker in the cause, addressed the reverend
4. Let each party bear constant'y in mind that
sumptive patients received into hospitals in Paris guest of the evening in eloquent and appropriate
the
other party is a weak human creature, not yet
owe their condition to spirit drinking. He would words, and he was followed by other speakers. an angel.
utterly forbid the sale of such drinks as absinthe. In his reply Father O'Reilly briefly told of his ex5. Let eacli one make a firm resolution and
periences abroad and said, in conclusion, that he carry it out in practice, to be a faithful support
roDHO man, if you have not begun to drink, would do all in his power to promote the total and consolation to the other in every trial and
ou don't abstinence cause. A feature of the reception was affliction.
don't begin, says a contemporary.
6. Instead of filling your presses with garneed liquor now and you don't care for it. But the participation in it of many delegates from the ments of velvet and silk, in which to shine away
if you drink it once or twice a day for a week, you ladies' auxiliary societies.
from home, let there be more simple dresses by
which order and neatness in the house will be
will need it and must have it. Resist the beginThe REVIEW, the leading Catholic paper of New Eng- better secured.
nings. This is excellent advice; but the advice
7. Be as affectionate to one another in the
we are giving you is even more excellent. Don t land, and the "Atlantic Monthly," the best of the Ameriany
a
tn
magazines,
year
at
will
be
sent
for
one
of your home as you are in the presence
privacy
secular
begin
can
have any beginnings to resist. Don't
of
friends
and acquaintance-.
forwards
to
this
office.
$5
all. Think of what the schoolboy said in his cum- who
DECEITFUL

AS WELL AS DISASTROUS.

Archbishop Ryan
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UNCLE JACK TALKS
WITH THE BOYS AND GIRLS.
How to Get a Badge and Manual.

[Whoever sends in a new subscription to the
Review, or renews an old subscription, with two
dollars for the year, will receive a badge and a
Manual free.
If your parents or friends subscribe and get
the badge for you, send in your name and be
enrolled as a member, and sign theLeaguepromise
and keep it, ?that is, if you are not a Defender

already.
We can not give badge and Manual for any
special or reduced rate subscriptions, but only
when the full rate ($2) is paid to this office,

direct.]
The Best Way.
BY ALICE CARY.

Children who read my lay,
This much I have to say
Each day, and every day,
Do what is right
Right things in great and small:
Then, though the sky should fall,
Sun, moon, and stars, and all,
You shall have light.

:

?

This further I would say 1
Be you tempted as you may,
Each day, and every day,
Speak what is true
True things in great and small:
Then, though the sky should fall,
Sun, moon, and stars, and all,
Heaven would shine through.
?

Figs, as you see and know,
Do not of thistles grow;
And, though the blossoms blow
White on the tree,
Grapes never, never yet
On the limbs of thorns were set
So, if you a good would get,
Good you must be.
Life's journey through and through,
Speaking what is just and true,
Doing what is right to do
Unto one and all.
When you work and when you play,
Each day, and every day
Then peace shall gild your way,
Though the sky should fall.

thoroughly cleaned every day, the floor sanded and the
bowl filled with water. If you open the windows in
cold weather you must cover the cage with a shawl or
something so that Polly will not get a chill. All parrots
need water to drink, and it is cruel to neglect to give it
to them. In their wild state parrots live largely on
seeds, so Polly in captivity should be given similar food.
The best seeds are canary, hemp, millet, oats, sunflower
and corn. In addition to this, as a treat, the bird may
have a bit of dry cracker, cake, sugar or nuts. A little
fresh fruit should be given daily. My Polly loves a
slice of apple or orange or banana. Most parrots will
bathe in a dish of water, but mine is as frightened at a
pail of water as some children are. She likes a shower
bath from the can used to sprinkle flowers.
My parrot does not talk much yet, but I keep saying
things I want her to learn over and over again and now
she is beginning to repeat them.
Parrots are the most interesting birds I know of.
They are my favorite pets. My uncle tells a story about
a woman whose parrot saved her from a disagreeableexperience. She lived in the country. A tramp came to
the door and insisted on having something better to eat
than she had given him. She was alone in the house and
was afraid to leave him while she went into the cellar.
The tramp was just threatening to hurt her when the
parrot in the next room began to scream " Uncle Dan,
Dan, you're wanted." The tramp thought it was a child
calling some man who was passing. He ran out of the
house as fast as he could go, and so Polly got an extra
piece of sugar. Hoping this will please the Pet Club, I

am

Your affectionate niece,

Irene Daly.

A lamb must be a very satisfactory pet, Mary,
and then you know how useful he'll be by and by.
Did Mary's lamb, like the lamb in the verse, follow
Mary to school one day? Will Mary tell Uncle
Jack who wrote the Nursery Alice? "

" Clinton, Mass., Jan. 4, 1890.

Dear Uncle Jack:
In my letter, dated Nov. 16, 1893, 1 think you quite
misunderstood my meaning, though it must have been
due to my inability to make plain what I meant.
What I meant by men reaching the higher stations of
life was that they occupied responsible positions in the
State. No doubt the Astors and Vanderbilts gave much
for public benefit and perhaps for churches, but if what
I have read is true they were very indifferent towards
their own spiritual condition.
What I meant by deserving success was this: If a
man has lived a good honest life and has done as he
thinks right and according to the dictates of his conscience then I think he is indeed worthy of success, and
if he does not acquire fame I think he is better than the
man inherits fame from his father's hard work. Hoping this will give a satisfactory explanation, I remain,
Yours truly,
Henry O'Bhien.
?

Of course Henry thinks he has been scolded and
it all comes of Uncle Jack's habit of making the
ested in knowing bow to treat parrots. Uncle
letters of his best correspondents texts from which
Jack wonders how many of his boys and girls like
to preach little sermons to all the boys and girls.
parrots as pets. Do they know any interesting Then in his effort to make his meaning so plain
stories about Polly Crackers ?
that nobody can misunderstand, the writer of the
Uncle Jack is sure the Pet Club will be inter-

And here's another new memberof the Pet Club.
letter is sure to think Uncle Jack cross and
He tells about Uncle Jack'sfavorite animal.
severe, which is never the case, of course. Uncle
Hoisoken, X. J., Jan. 5, 1896.
Jack is most anxious to have his boys and girls
Dear Uncle Jack :
think rightly and express their thoughts clearly.
May a newcomer introduce himself by saying his
learning to do these things as
yours?
choice of pets agrees with
Knowing your fair- And Henry is
ness of mind I feel assured it will not prejudice you in rapidly as is good for him. Practice will make
my favor. But I do admire elephants very much. I perfect in these as in other things. He must write
think them most intelligent. I have often spent hours again soon.
watching those poor prisoners in Central Park. People
Jamaica Plain, Mass., Dec. 31, 1895.
are so cruel to dumb animals; sometimes without meanDear Uncle Jack:
ing it. They forget to feed them or to give them
I write this first letter to you to thank you for enrolwater or a bath when they need it and they chain them ling me as a member of the League. I did not get the
up short or keep them in very small cages.
badge or Manual yet, (t>ut I suppose it will be all right.
I wonder if " Our Future Men and Women " know that I am twelve years cO. I go to the public school; I
?

?

elephants have other uses besides being exhibited in
menageries and circuses? In India the elephant is a
beast of burden. His keeper, or " mahout," as he is
called, rents his services much as teamsters hire out
their horses and themselves. Not only does the elephant
Dear, dear, Uncle Jack wonders what all this earn the living for the mahout and his family, but he
very often acts as nurse to the mahout's children. Very
racket is about! What's that he hears ? The Pet often the baby is entrusted to the elephant's care while
Club has come in a body to ask him what he means the mother goes about her work. The elephant will
by neglecting them after this fashion? And they're pick the youngster up in his trunk and set the little
all talking at once ! No wonder Uncle Jack was black mite down on his broad back. You often see a
child about two feet high standing on the
getting alarmed and thinking of putting on his tiny black broad
back and apparently driving the animal
elephant's
Pet
ear-muffs for protection! But the
Club shall to water. On arriving at the water the elephant lies
have a chance to be heard this week. Several down, leaving a part of his body like a small island out
good letters have been received from members. of the water. If the child slips off this island the
elephant's trunk promptly replaces him in safety.
Here they are.
There are a great many interesting things to be said
Boston, Mass., Jan. 8, 1896.
elephants, but as my letter is long I will close.
Jack::
about
Dear Uncle
I am interested in the Pet Club and should like to be
Yours respectfully,
a member if I am not too old. Last Christmas was my
John Driscoll.

:

?

fifteenth birthday. Among my presents was a parrot
which I should like to tell the Pet Club about. My uncle
brought him from Venezuela. Of course all the boys
and girls know about that little South American
country. There has been a great deal in the papers
about it lately. My uncle says all the Venezuelan
children know all about George Washington, but he
thinks few American children know that Bolivar was
the Washington of Venezuela. My uncle has lived in
South America a great many years and he says it's
a magnificent sight to see a flock of gorgeous hued parrots soaring away over your head.
My parrot is bright green with a few red and blue
feathers on her head. Some people don't like parrots
because they scream. My Polly screamed at first, but
I got her a larger cage, let her out for a few hours every
day and got her some pieces of soft wood to play with
and she promptly got over the bad habit.
Parrots are very amusing and full of fun. They are
fond of people, too, if they are treated kindly. They
require a great deal of care, of course, for being tropical birds our northern climate is particularly hard on
tlicin. A large square cage is best. The cage must be

my pet. I used to feed it and play with it. I used to
drive the cow home from the pasture. I have a very
pretty doll; her name is Bessie. She has lovely curly
hair and blue eyes, a pink dress and pretty black shoes.
Hoping to see my letter in print soon I remain,
Your loving niece,
Mary Sullivan.

Uncle Jack will be pleased to hear from John
again. He hopes John's very pertinent remarks
about thoughtless cruelty are usually remembered
when cats and dogs and horses are under consideration. John has not told us what elephants live
on or how much it would cost to have one for a
pet and playmate.
Barre, Mass., Jan. 5, 1896.
Dear Uncle Jack:
This is my second letter. I am eight years old. I go
to the public school. My teacher's name is Miss Rice. I
used to go to the Sisters' school in Somerville. I miss
them very much. Our pastor's name is the Rev. Father
Purcell and we like him very much. I have two little
sisters, Julia and Anna. Julia is six years old and Anna
three. We play cut-up history, which we like very much.
I have read several stories and I like "The Nursery
Alice " best. I have been to Dublin, N. H., on my vacation. Where I stayed there was a horse and a cow and
a lamb. The horse's name was Mollie. The cow's name
was Spot and the lamb's name was Kate. The lamb m
?

I take music lessons at St.
Joseph's Convent. Igo to Sunday-school every Sunday.
I can see the Arborretona park from my house; it is a
very nice park. There are three small ponds on the park
where I go skating, but the police are very strict. I
am in the fourth grade.

will now close my letter with a word for my pastor, the
Rev. Thomas Magennis, as he now starts on a long
journey. I wish him a pleasant and safe trip, with God's
help. Hoping to see my letter in print, I remain.
Your loving nephew,
Thomas Doi.an.

If Thomas complied with the rules for obtaining
a badge and Manual, which are printed up in the
corner of Uncle Jack's page, and has not yet received them he should write again at once. Uncle
Jack will be pleased to hear from Thomas as often
as he likes to take up his pen. There are
many things Uncle Jack wants to hear about, the
books you have read, the games you play, the
most heroic deed you ever heard of, the pets you
like best. Next time Thomas must keep a sharp
lookout for his capitals. They are very frisky
things, sometimes, those big letters. Very often
they get into the middleof a sentence when they've
no business there and they forget all about the
rule which says sentences and proper names should
begin with capital letters.
Northampton, Mass., Dec. 28, 1895.
Dear Uncle Jack:
This is my first letter to you and I hope you will think
it is a good one. Igo to the convent school and lam in
the fifth grade. I like my teacher very much and I
study five books. I like spelling best of all my books.
I had a merry Christmas and I got a good many
presents. I went to Mass and I went to see the crib. I
read the Review every week and I like it very much. I
hope I will see my letter in print.
Your loving niece,
Mary Hall.
?

Mary's letter shows signs of her liking for spelling.
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There was only one tiny slip in orthography and
that was such a little word ! Uncle Jack wonders
if Mary does not mean to tell him all about Northampton next time. What sort of a place is it? THE CREATOR'S WISDOM AS SHOWN IN NATURE.
How many people live there? What do they do
RECENT EXPERIMENT AND DISCOVERY.
for a living ? What are the principal buildings ?
The scientific discovery of the transparency of
How did it get the name? Who was the first
materials
to certain kinds of radiation invisible to
settler? When was the first Mass said there?
our eyes, recently made by Professor Rontgen of
East Boston, Mass., Dec. 11, 1895.
Wiirzburg, appears to be of more importance than
Dear Uncle Jack :
I suppose you are tired waiting to hear from me. was at first supposed. It is commonly spoken of
I thought it about time to write to you and tell you in the daily papers as a new kind of photography,
where I am going to school, t go to Boston College
but it is not photography in the ordinary sense of
and I like it very well. I took the Latin course and I
am in tlr.st rudiments and second algebra. I wish you the word. The rays are not, apparently, light
would please send me a badge and Manual. You sent rays, and can not be concentrated by lenses;
me one before, but it was either taken from my coat or hence there can be no
image " formed. What
I lost it. My mother has taken the Review for three these new rays do is to cast a shadow of the obyears. I guess I will close now.
ject which they can not penetrate on a sheet of
John C. McColgan.
sensitized paper.
Uncle Jack is very sorry to hear that John has
Sixty years ago Farraday, while studying the
lost his badge and Manual, but there is the rule for discharge of electricity from one piece of metal to
giving these Defenders' belongings, up in the another across a vessel containing rarefied air,
corner of the page, and Uncle Jack must live up noticed that the brush or spark at the two electrodes
to it, even when he would much prefer to give the
(or points of discharge) was not the same.
badges to every one who asked.
Geissler and others who came after Farraday
One of Uncle Jack's little readers has sent him made great advances in the apparatus used for
a very neatly written Christmas letter to her
showing the electrical discharge in vacuum or in
parents with the request that he print it, but various gaseous media, but very little light was
Uncle Jack is sure that when his young correspon- thrown on the real nature of these rays, especially
ent thinks it over, she will prefer not to have it of the
rays issuing from the negative electrode,
published. Christmas letters to one's father and which is called the cathode. It was observed,
mother are too sacred for anybody outside one's however, in
time that these cathodic rays had cerfamily to see. They aie like family affairs not to tain remarkable peculiarities. They would not,
be discussed in public. Doesn't Uncle Jack's girl
for example, pass through the glass walls of the
agree, now that she thinks about it? And will she
vacuum tube, but they would pass through thin
and all the girls and boys write again to
sheets of metal, and are curiously active in excitUxr le .1 \<K.
ing fluorescence. But the rays which Rontgen has
been experimenting with seem to differ from the
CASTLE AND MONASTERY OF LOYOLA.
cathodic rays of Crookes, for the latter, as we have
seen, readily pass through metal but are stopped
In La Revue dc Paris, Pierre Loti contributes by non-metallic substances, while the other rays,
an interesting account of a journey taken by him which Rontgen proposes to call provisionally Xto the great Spanish convent of St. Ignatius at rays, are stopped by metal, bone and some other
Loyola, a monastery which may be styled the substances while passing through cloth, wood,
birthplace of the Jesuits, and where the election of flesh and the like.
each general of the order takes place. The conWhat these cathodic rays are is, of course, not
vent is far away from town or village, and forms known. They differ from the ordinary rays of
an imposing mass of buildings surrounding the light, as well as from the photographic rays, and
chapel, which is in the form of a basilica, and built from the visible cathodic rays. It has been sugof white and black marble. Everything about the gested that they are of the same nature as light
monastery is severely simple, if we except the rays, but of much shorter wave-lengths. The obroom which was once the cell of the founder of jection to this theory, as well as to that which rethe Jesuits. This appartment is turned into a fers them to wave motion in another plane, is that
kind of chapel, and is now, says the French writer, these X-rays are deflected by the magnet, which
of fairy-like magnificence, hung with red bro- common light waves are not. In any event, the
cade ; each object in it is of gold, and in a number discovery is a most important one, not only
of reliquaries are to be seen fragments of the scientifically but practically, and may work a revhumble habit and pieces of the bones of St. Igna- olution in the methodsof some of the arts.
tius Loyola.
In an extended article on Alaska As It Was
The monastery, which is also one of the novitiates of the order, is so large that its numberless and Is, 1865-1895," in Science, Mr. William H.
passages give the impression of a labyrinth. The Dftll gives the results of his observations on the
walls are whitewashed, and each corridor is lined physical, economic and social conditions of that
with doors opening into narrow cells, on each territory. He declares that the whaling and sealdoor being written the name of its present occu- ing industries of Alaska are practically exhausted,
pant, French, Russian, English and German and that the fur trade is in its decadence. Salnames being in almost as great predominance as mon canning is at the height of its prosperity,
Spanish. The strangest thing about Loyola seems but it is conducted in such a wasteful and destructive manner that it will soon be irreparably into be the tiny feudal castle around which the monThe
Fathers
jured. The cod and herring fisheries are imperwas
built.
are
extremely
astery
developed, but under proper treatment have
survival
of
the
Middle
fectly
of
Ages.
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are
a
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resources
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steady
are
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the
most
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resources
development
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The Jesuits' gardens are filled
chrysanthemums, and, strange to say, are sur- has not yet arrived. Mr. Dall thinks it certain
rounded by no wall nor even a hedge. All are that the magnificent scenery and resources of
free to come in and out, the very doors of the Alaska will, in the future, make it for the United
States what Norway is to western Europe the
in the daytime.
monastery being
?
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goal of tourists, hunters, and fishermen. When
right methods of prosecuting the industries of Alaska are employed, Mr. Dall says, the territory
will support in reasonable comfort a fair number
of hardy and industrious inhabitants.
\u25a0
*
of lower California has recently
knowledge
Our
been increased by the explorations of Dignet, who
returned from there not long since. The peninsular is traversed its whole length by a chain of
mountains, which lie more on the gulf than on the
Pacific side. The flanks of this elevation are of
granite, while the central mass is of eruptive
origin. The latter shows, however, two very different forms; on the one side, shale, sandstone, and
conglomerate, and on the other lava, basalt, and
The latter covers
wide tracts
trachyte.
on the highest plateaus, where are still to be found
extinct volcanoes with mud-filled craters. The
only signs of present volcanic activity are to be
found in the insignificant solfataras of the Cerro
dc las Virgines. The elevation of the mountain
mass is from 2,600 to 3,000 feet, although some
peaks stand higher, such, for example, as the
Cerro dc la Laguna,which is 5,900 feet high. The
fauna of lower California is not rich in genera.
The carnivares are represented by the puma and
lynx, while the Mexican deer, a wild sheep which
inhabits the untraversable heights of the Sierra,
and an antelope which roams over the Pacific coast
region, are the only ruminants found there. Birds
and reptiles are found in abundance. Wherever
the surface of the land is wet the earth is fruitful.
The region along the coast is naturally barren,
but as soon as the rain falls it is covered with a
luxuriant vegetation. Dates, cocoanuts, oranges,
figs, peaches, bananas, olives, and grapes are cultivated, and coffee appears to thrive admirably.
The date-palm was introduced within this century,
and has widely spread itself without cultivation.
In general the flora resembles that of Arizona.
The native population is fast dying out, and the
present population, numbering not more than 40,-000 souls, are descendants of the Spanish colonists, or half-breeds, which came over from the
Mexican coast to work in the mines. The most
important mines are the copper mines of Boleo,
near Santa Rosalia, although there are silver, and
even some gold, mines in the northern part. Agriculture is scarcely developed.

LUMPS

OF GOLD.

The history of the great Californian and other
nuggets of the precious metal is in many respects
interesting and romantic. Thus, the discovery of
one of the finest Californian nuggets was made
under very singular circumstances. It is known
as the Oliver Martin Nugget, and was found near
Camp Corona, in Tuolumne county, and weighed
151 pounds, 6 ounces. Martin and a companion
named Flower were camped in a canon, when a
terrible rain-storm come on in the night, and the
water in the stream suddenly rose. The miners
attempted to climb the hill, but the flood overtook
them, and both were carried down the stream.
Flower was drowned, but Martin, though severely
injured, escaped. While trying to bury his companion's body by the roots of an upturned tree,
Martin discovered the rich nugget that bears his
name. He was too weak to move it. He attempted to reach some neighboring miners, but
fainted from exhaustion, and was found on the
trail by them. When able to walk some weeks
later, Martin took them to the spot, and the
nugget was removed. The gold was mixed with
quartz, .but the nugget was valued at more than
twenty thousand dollars.
a brain, like buried ores, might have
yielded a mine of truth for science, or beauty for
Many

poetry.
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STYLES IN DRESS.
The spring shirt-waists are out in
all their glory
in the shop windows,
of course, not on the streets. A gorgeous array they are, too. You would
never suspect them of being descendants of the crude affairs of five or six
years ago. This season's shirt-waist
is beautifully simple and well made.
It is also a bit expensive, ranging in
price from $1.25 to four or five
dollars. There is scarcely any variety
in the style of making, but all sorts
of materials are used. Except in the
variety of fabrics this year's shirtwaist differs very little from last
summer's. There is the same pointed
yoke back, the same gathered front.
Occasionally one sees the yoke extending over the shoulders and down
to the bust-line, but most frequently
the front is full and loosely gathered
into the shoulder seams or the collar.
A rather new front has this fullness
laid in a triple box plait. All the
waists have separate collars and cuffs
which fasten on with studs. These
accessories are always white, no
matter what color the waist. A dark
navy blue cambric waist has snow
white cuffs and collar. It is not the
fashion to have these glossed nowadays. They must have a dull, smooth
finish. The collars and cuffs are very
wide, square as to corners and they
are the turn-over kind. Very beautiful waists are made of organdie. This
sheer white fabric is most exquisite
for whole dresses or for waists. One
very pretty one was made of white
organdie, over the surface of which
were scattered bunches of red rosebuds and green leaves of natural size.
The collar and cuffs were of stiff
white linen, and the belt was of white
metal scales, about an inch wide and
having a medium sized white metal
buckle. These narrow metal or
silk braid belts with big buckles
of gold" or silver are characteristic
of this season's waists.
Grass
linen seems to be a favorite with
Its cool
the designers.
greengray is toned up with cross-bars of
pink or yellow or white or green.
Some of the grass linen shirt-waists
are made very elaborate with all over
embroidery. A very odd one was
embroidered in black and white.
The white formed intricate squares,
and in the centre of each one was a
star-like design worked in black silk.
The collar and cuffs of this waist were
of white linen like the others. Challies, lawns in all over Persian designs, big plaided ginghams, in fact
?

every washable material imaginable
seems to have been turned into shirtwaists with white collars and cuffs.
French percale is an excellent material for every-day gowns and shirtwaists which require hard wear.
Woolen cheviots are imitated in cotton. They look well and have good
wearing qualities. Those who do not
quite like the sheer delicate fabrics
will probably be pleased with theI
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rough appearance of the cotton chevi- think of wearing a plaid. If you cut
it bias it is almost sure to sag. Many
SU.UMER skirts.
of the plaid silk gowns will be made
To wear with these shirt-waists on oldfashioned models. The Marie
there are all sorts of skirts. Waists Antoinette styles did not revive, hard
of batiste and grass linen are pretty as the modistes worked to resuscitate
enough to be worn with silk skirts and them, but one notes a suggestion of
they will be. Then there are skirts Louis XVI. here and there on the
of percale, duck, drill, linen, twills spring frocks. The Marie Antoinette
and weaves. Duck is shown in dark fichu made of the silk and edged with
and light blues and several shades of a knife-plaited frill of itself is a
tan.
feature of some of the plaid silk
Another adjunct of the shirt-waist gowns.
which must not be forgotten is the
Bustles are making sly little bids
buttons. The day of the sewed-on for popularity. Most of the new
button is gone. All of this season's gowns have little pads fastened unwaists are fastened together with der the back folds.
And such pretty studs
studs.
The purple violet is back again on
as they are.
There are tur- the top wave of popularity. The
quoises surrounded by tiny rhine- hats and bonnets are resplendent with
stones, pearls set around with rhine- it in all shades, mauve, lilac, bright
stones and gleaming emeralds shining blue, deep purple.
Collars and
out from a nest of imitation dia- ruches are madeof the flower that was
monds. These come in sets of cuff born to blush unseen, and bunches of
buttons and studs for the front of the it adornfurs and cloth garments.
waist. The sleeves of the new waists
Such pretty veils as one sees on
are mostly made on the bishop model, the counters, and they are much
very full and gathered into the wrist- prettier over a pretty face. Most of
band.
them are dotted, which is bad for the
Of course this early advent of the eyes, and sometimes the dots are arshirt-waist army suggests that Easter ranged to form stars. Narrow edges
will usher in another era of outing of yellow Valenciennes are worn on
suits and that is what the tailors in- veils of all colors. Chiffon veils are
tend.
Hundreds of tailor-made finished with delicate embroidery.
gowns are shown in the shops. The Plain tulle veils have rather deep
materials most used are whipcords, frills of lace. Some of the veils have a
tweeds and cheviots in brown, black, narrow ribbon run just above the lace.
tan, snuff, gray and mixed colors.
Polly Daly.
Many of these spring outing suits are
made in three pieces, skirt, jacket and
A STORY OF ROYALTY.
basque, all of the same material. The
Norfolk box-plaited waist is shown
It is related that Prince Maximilian
almost as frequently as the tight-fit- of Bavaria, the father of the empress
ting double-breasted basque. More of Austria, was once traveling in the
elaborate and expensive tailor-made same carriage with a company progowns have a vest, revers, cuffs moter, who told him that his daughand collar of bright plaid silk. A few ter was a leader of society in Vienna.
dresses show an insert of silk in the
" If you like," he said condescendfront seams of the skirt. The jackets ingly, " I will give you a line to her;
are made in a variety of styles. and you will meet all the best people
Some are short coats with full ripple in Vienna at her house."
backs and storm collars. Others are
" Thank you," the Prince replied,
long and have pockets with wide flaps modestly; "but I am going to stay
and deep, turned back cuffs.
The with a married daughter, and am not
strapped and stitched seams and the likely to be seeing many people bemelon sleeves are shown on the spring yond just her intimate friends."
garments. Many jackets are silk-lined
" Perhaps I know your daughter?'
and a few have trimming on the col- said the man, interrogatively.
lar and cuffs of appliqued velvet.
" Perhaps," replied the Prince.
"Well, what is the name of her
FOR SOME IN SILKS.
husband ?'' pursued the other, unSilk will be used a great deal this abashed. "I suppose he has
a
spring as trimming for cloth, mohair, name?"
tweed or cheviot gowns, waists
" Yes, his name is the Emperor
and whole dresses. Black taffetas Francis Joseph."
sprinkled over with delicate, indis!
*X
tinct little flowers are shown in great j£*=
profusion. There are magnificent
black satin damasks. There are
know the value of a t.isty and
appetizingfood thait slays tasty.
quantities of surah and crepe and
Here's the value of
crepon and pongee. The wash silks
are out in full force. The Japanese
corded wash silks and the Japanese
checked taffetas are new and pretty.
Some of the taffetas have a printed
border of flowers which may be set
on as a- band around the skirt.
Large plaids will undoubtedly be
worn a great deal this summer, despite
by The American TW,,;* ft Manufac[ made
turing-Co.. New York. Somatome Biscuit are
the fact that it is only the expert
easily digested, increaae the appetite, n
strength, innctsc t*M Weight.
dressmaker who can make up a plaid | store
Fur sale by dniffiitl at 60 cU. per I>"\ -ot wnt
satisfactorily. When the front is cut Iby inanufactun \
I prtti.
Pamphlet* wailtd frtt by
*
straight it is sure to make the figure
Co.,
York,.*nle
New
Afts.
t Schieffelin A
look squat. No plump woman should &3fr
«S

Agonies
Abscesses

All sufferers who breathe with difficulty: alt
wlio suffer untold agonies with abscesses; ;tll
coughs, catarrh, asthma,
afflictedwith colds,
sore throat, hacking, hoarseness, tonsilltis,
diphwhooping cough, la grippe, influenza,
theria, sore lungs, colic, croup, should use

Johnson's ?v.sr

Inventedin ISIO by an old Family Physician.
Itis marvellous how" many diseases itwlllcure.
T suffered for months from asthma. T slept
propped up in a chair, the only way I yoi any
rest. My physician did all he could hut pave
me no ease. Ever since the first night after
using' Johnson's Anodyne T.iniment I have
gone to bed like the rest of the family.
Sirs. Angus McKinnon, Cashel P. 0., Canada.
The Doctor's signature and (UrecUoM on every bottle.
!'?\u25a0 \u25a0 ,:»>els.
Ill'stM I'ampMet free. Sold everywhere.Bow-on,
M.ujs.
Six twlllus,
L S. JUILNiiON & 00.,

Are You Hilioxi>sV

PARSON'S P, LLS

JL 90 In a bottle. One a dose. M. IbUO
Are the Best B,lver rill Made.
Positiv.lv enre BILIOUSNESS and SICK HEADACHE*
Sft ets., live stl.oo.
6oltl everywhere; or by mail, postpaid, sr..
t;..>t,.ii, Jluss.
I.S. JOHNSON & CO..22Custom House

PRFAI

FURNITURE
BARGAINS.

i.

A Chamber Set.
Solid Oak, Polished
Finish, HandsomeBedstead, Large Dresser,
Extra Large Bevel

E

Mirror, 24x30 inches,

Large Washstand, with
Towel Rack, such a set
as is usually sold at
from $30.00 to $35.

Our price

i

$20.00

2. A Parlor Set.
Six pieces, including a
Divan, Frames of Polished Oak or Cherry,
Plush, Tapestry or Rug
Coverings, Deep, Com-

!

fortable Seats, and
the Best Workmanship
throughout. This Set
is considered worth
$60.00 to $65.00. Our
price is

$40.00

3. A Sideboard.
Solid Oak, Fine Polished Finish, Handsome
Grain, Large, Bevelled
Mirror, Plush Lined

Silver

Drawer, Spa-

cious Low Drawer for
Linen, Large Cabinet
Base, Double Doors.
Would be called a
$35.00 Sideboarda year
ago. Our price is

$21.00

Sick people well

. .

2

Asthma

Refrigerators.
Alaskas, 15 per cent. off.
Eddys, 20 per cent. off.

An Inspection
Of these Notable Bargains should
convince the most skeptical that we
are offering unusual values.
TERMS TO

SUIT.

Co.,
&
A. THEMcArtliur
RELIABLE
STORE,

16 to 26 Cornhill,
?i

Doors from Washington Strwot,

BOSTON.

THE

CatholicMissions.
MONSLIAGD
R'S EATH.
The following account of the tragic
death of Monsignor Lasagna, the
head of the Salesian missionaries in
South America, who, with five religious, fell a victim to a railway disaster in Brazil late last year, while returning from a missionary undertaking, is taken from the current number of the Sa'esian Bulletin of Turin,
Italy, which obtained its account from
a private letter
After giving a very successful mission in Guaratingueta, says our con-

:

?

temporary, Monsignor Lasagna set
out again on Nov. 5. There were
with him his secretary, Fathers Ber-

nardine Villaamil, Dominic Albancllo,
Dominic Zatti, a cleric, William
Bruckhauser, two Brothers, the superioress of the Sisters in Brazil, Sisters
Teresa Rinaldi, Petronilla Imas,
directress of the hospital of Ouro
Preto, Mary Causirat, directress elect
of the new house at Ponte Nova,
Julia Argenton, and four other Sisters belonging to the same congregation of Mary Help of Christians, also
a lady named Lusso, the mother of a
Salesian, and attached to the houses
of the Sisters of Mary Help of
Christians. The object of this journey was the foundation of an agricultural school at Cachoeira do
Campo, and of two academies for

girls

at

Ouro Preto and Ponte Nova.

All went well as far as Barra do
Pirahy, where they set off again, by
express, for Lafayette and Ouro
Preto. At three o'clock in the afternoon, they arrived at Juiz dc Fora,
and, after a short stay, the train
started again at express speed. Next
to the engine there was a goods truck,
then the special carriage, which the
Government had kindly placed at the
disposal of Monsignor Lasagna; next
to this was the mail car, and last of all
the first and second class carriages.
At that moment some of the Sisters
were reciting the Rosary, others
were keeping the Hour's Watch in
honor of the Sacred Heart of Jesus;
Fathers Zatti and Albanello were saying their office; the bishop and his
secretary were also engaged in pious

devotions.
About three-quarters of a mile from
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Father Zatti's help, pushed the Sister
and the cleric through the windowand
then they got out themselves. Oh, my
God, what did they see ! A heap of
ruins and the person of the bishop
horribly mutilated, and, all around, the
silence of death.
After two hours' hard work, in the
midst of heavy rain, the bodies of
Monsignor Lasagna, his secretary,
Father Villaamil,SisterTeresaRinaldi,
Sister Petronilla Imas, Sister Edvigc
Braga, Sister Julia Argenton and a
stoker, seven in all, were recovered.
All the others were still breathing,
but with wounds more or less serious.
It is easy to imagine the consternation
produced not only in Juiz dc Fora,
but even through the whole state of
Minas Geiaes by this sad news, as
soon as it became known. There was
general mourning in the whole of
Brazil.
The sad event became known about
midday on Nov. 6. All that evening,
during the night and throughout the
next day, enormous crowds gathered
on the scene of the accident, and at
the hospital to inquire about the state
of the wounded. Sadness was clearly
markedon every face. Thebells of the
cathedraland of other churches began
to toll mournfully, nor did they stop
until the mortal remains of the illustrious dead were laid to rest, those
crusaders who were about to carry
into that state the works of their ardent zeal. The Rev. Vicar of Juiz
dc Fora at once sent telegrams to the
president of the State, the minister
of worship, the bishop of the diocese,
the vicar-general, and the Salesian
houses in Brazil. Soon telegrams came
from all parts of the Republic to Juiz
dc Fora, asking for details, and manifesting the sorrow felt throughout
Brazil.
On Nov. 7, at half-past nine, an
immense crowd thronged the church
of the Gloria at Juiz dc Fora, to assist at the solemn obsequies which
took place for the souls of Monsignor
Lasagna and his six companions.
The church had been placed in mourning. The victims of the catastrophe
were placed in the nave. In the centre, on the catafalque, lay the coffin
of the Right Rev. Bishop of Tripoli,
surmounted by the mitre and the
other insignia of the episcopaldignity;
by his side were the bodies of Father
Bernardine Vilaainil, Sister Teresa
Rinaldi, Senor Petronilla Imas, Sister
Edvigc Braga, Sister Julia Argenton
and the stoker. Their coffins were
covered with natural and artificial
flowers, and with wreaths and garlands placed there by the different
families in the city and the representatives of the various associations.
After the celebration of sixteen
Masses in the presence of the dead,the
Rev. Vicar Father Yenanzio Cafe, assisted by sixteen other priests, sang
a solemn requiem Mass; after this
followed the absolutions. Worthy of
note was the great recollectionof that
crowd of people, and the evident sorrow felt by all hearts.
When the absolutions were over,
the Rev. Vicar gave a most touching
discourse, eulogizing the victims of
this sad disaster, and especially
Monsignor Lasagna. The burial took
place immediately afterwards. This
was at 1 o'clock. Six thousand people were present at it. The coffin of
Monsignor Lasagna and that of his
secretary were borne by Salesians
and Rcdemptorists. Those of the
Sisters were carried by some ladies
of the city. A sumptuous mausoleum
is to be erected at tin' expense of the

Juiz dc Fora the goods train from
Lafayette appeared. The engineer
saw the danger and shut off steam,
but the trains were too close to avoid
a collision. The engineer of the train
which the Salesians were in, with a
courage deserving of the highest
praise, at the risk of his own life, at
once stopped his engine, so as to
avoid a greater disaster. It was a
matter of seconds, but it can not be
described in words. The two engines
were dashed to pieces. The mail-car
was jammed, by the shock, right into
the carriage where the Salesians were,
crushing first the Sisters and then the
bishop and his secretary, and stopping
within a yard of Father Albancllo.
who saw at his feet a Sister and a
cleric covered with blood. Invoking
Mary Help of Christians, Father
Albani'lln (rave absolntion, and witb State.
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The following tribute to the character and work of the lamented
Cardinal Lavigerie is extracted from
an article which Mr. John Lamont
Hurst contributed to the Independent
two years ago. After describing the
beauty of the cathedral of Tunis, Mr.
Hurst said :
This church is one of the creations of one of the greatest men of his
time, Cardinal Lavigerie, thechampion
of the abolition of the slave-trade in
Africa. In one of the aisles, close
by the choir, on a plain marble slab,
is the record of his death on Nov. 6,
1892, at the age of sixty-seven
Here rest his remains
years.
those of Kahous Martialis Al?

''

?

'

Presbyter-Cardinalix olim Archiepiscopns Carthagiensis, Tuniensix et Algeriensis,

lemand

Lavigerie,

Many People Complain of
Being Out of Order.
By No Means Sick, But They Don't
Feel Just Right.

Are Weak, Nervous, Tire Easily and
Work is an Effort.
There are numberless people who
do not caJl themselves sick, and yet
who feel weak, nervous, languid or
tired ; they have lost their vim, power
of endurance and ambition to work.
They feel miserable, not because they
are actually sick, but because they
are not well.
People complain that they are
weak, nervous, tired and exhausted ;
that they have a poor or variable appetite, no strength, no nerve; they
become irritable, cross, blue and discouraged. In some cases there are
pains and aches in various parts of
the body, and there is often indigestion, dyspepsia, belching of wind,
dull, cloudy head, and general dis-

pirited feeling.

Sleepless, restless,

wakeful nights follow.
The brain
tires easily and there may be a tendency to drowsiness during the day.
Africa. Primas.' In the midst of his Neglect of these symptoms results in
work a second stroke of paralysis excessive nervous prostration or
numbness, trembling.
closed his life. He is gone, but his paralysis, with
deeds are bearing fruit. It was he
who went through France, his native
country, preaching for the Arab.
During the famine which swept over
Algiers, the Cardinal's exhortations
brought relief. The order of the
Brothers of Africa?the White
Fathers? which one sees in whatever
city in Tunis or Algeria he may
happen to be, tells the story of the
Cardinal's ability for organization.
These monks are being continually
sent down into the interior; but no
one hears of it, for the work of these
men is done so quietly. The great
ambition of this man was the establishment of forts in those portions of
Jiloa W.lilll.1 A. 1.UUU.
his episcopal territory where slaverycold feet and legs, prickling sensation
was most desperate. To carry out
and weakness and weariness of the
his ideas he established the Freres limbs.
Armes du Sahara. Posts were to be
Look to the symptoms in time,
planted wherever practicable, each nervous sufferers, to avert the dread
post consisting at first of three monks, results. Do as did Miss Bertha A.
Elmer, of Etna, N. H., who says :
armed like soldiers. One, however,
"About two years ago last fall I
must be a physician, another a prac- was obliged to leave off work on actical farmer, and a third one who could count of ill health. The doctor told
likewise lend his aid in temporal as me I had overworked. I suffered
from severe headaches and grew so
well as spiritual matters. It is im- poor
and pale that people told
possible to convert a Mussulman, but my eyes were closed they wouldmebe-if
many natives of the interiorof Africa lieve me dead.
own other religions, and these the
My nerves seemed all unstrung.
suffered
in this way all winter and
to
win
I
hoped
over.
acBy
Brothers
there was nothing that seemed to help
the
among
the
natives,
cessions
me. At last my mother persuaded
monks believed they could fight the me to
try Dr. Greene's Nervura blood
slave-catcher, and furnish means of and nerve remedy. I took one bottle
refuge for the wretched tribes within and that helped me, and 1 decided to
the walls of the fort from the blood- try another. I took three bottles in
thirsty villains in their pursuit. A all, after which I was as well, or even
better than I had ever been before.
chain of forts was the ultimate object
'? Please publish this testimonial if
in view, strong enough with their it would be likely to help others, for
defenders to shelter all refugees. 1 feel sure Dr. Greene's Nervura
Most unfortunately for his noble blood and nerve remedy saved my
plan, the originator died when his life."
Remember that this marvelous
guiding hand was most needed."
medicine, Dr. Greene's Nervurablood
Otherchurches built by the Cardinal and nerve remedy, will make you
at Tunis, and some features of their strong and well; that it is the discovornamentation, are then described\u25a0 ery of the successful specialist in
and chronic diseases, Dr.
more or less in detail, and the article nervous
Greene, of 34 Temple place, Boston,
continues thus:
Mass., who can always be consulted
'?
Cardinal Lavigerie was evidently without charge, personally or by leta man of simple tastes, for his palace ter, in regard to the action of the
medicine. Try it ; you will not l'e?

?

"

?
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Unanimous

by the Jesuit maps, which are admirable ; and that scarcely any progress
has been made since the days of Jesuit
Wisconsin's statue of Pere Mar- missionaries in the knowledge of
quette is to be unveiled in Statuary China. We may add that the French
Hall, Washington, D. C, at noon of army which lately conquered MadaFeb. 29.
gascar used the maps and surveys The New York Morning
made
there by the Fathers.
nal recently offered ten leading
All the important powers of the
Writing in the Irish Ecclesiastical makes of bicycles as prizes in a
world, this country and Great Britan
alone excepted, maintain diplomatic Record of Catholic labor organiza- guessing contest,giving the winrejations with the Holy See.
tions in Germany, the Rev. J. F. ners free choice of any one of
Hogan of Maynooth College notes the the ten machines. Theresult was
The Forty Hours' will be heldnext
growth of these unions among work- ALL of the ten winners selected
week at the church of the Immaculate
the Workmen's
Conception,Newburyport, and at the ing men. In 1887
"
of
Buslam
numbered 3,000
Union"
House of the Angel Guardian, Roxmembers; that of Beachum 1,500;
bury.
Mayence, 1,000 ; Wurzburg, 4,500;
"The Catholic Winter School," Treves, 3,000; Colmar, 1,000; Cosays the New Orleans Morning Star, logne, 6,000, Dortmund, 3,000 ; and
" has secured so far seven life mem- so on in proportion to the size and
berships and one hundred and nine- Catholicity of the towns and cities.
teen subscribers."
The
acLast week, while crossing an icy
cordingly bought
A new college, dedicated to the street in Indianapolis,Father
M*
Chatard
memory of St. John Berchmans, was of that city fell in front of an ap- ten Columbias, v
paying $100 each
last month opened at Belize, Honduproaching electric car. The car was
them, without
for
ras, by the Jesuits who have charge
almost on him, and it was only by a
i
of the Catholic missions of that strenuous effort that he saved himself discount or rebate.
*y'.terms *s*
On
even
country.
from being run over.
He rolled
few will choose a
>?
The Review acknowledges the re- over and over in the street, until he
Columbia
other
than
the
bicycle
ceipt of an invitation to attend the re- got out of the way. It was found
STANDARD OF THE WORLD
ception tendered Cardinal Satolli this that his arm was dislocated and that
Unequalled, Unapproached.
week by the American Catholic His- he had suffered several bruises about
Beautiful Art Catalogue of Columbia and Harttorical Society of Philadelphia, on the the body.
Bicycles
is free if you call upon any Columford
bia agent; by mail from us for two 2-cent
occasion of the opening of its new
stamps.
The final examination into the
¥
home.
virtues of Mother

NewsN
and otes.

A Protestant's Praise.
IS.j

is a plain-looking building. Around
it, however, is a very large vineyard,
the vines of which scores of Arabs,
in their long burnous, and little boys
with their fez and wooden shoes were
faithfully putting in good condition
for the next vintage. Surrounding the
Cardinal's house, as in the case of
many other buildings, both public
and private, in the suburbs and in the
city of Tunis, was a beautiful
garden. It, too, was luxuriant in
palms and flowers, many of which
had been imported from other countries and cultivated to advantage in
northern Africa. While the Cardinal
had his home here, he also had a
chateau in Algiers, and still another
one in Biskra. He went from place
to place wherever his presence was
demanded, stopping at one of his
houses, whether on the east or west
or south. It was at his house in a
suburb of Algiers that he died, and
whence his body was transferred to
Tunis. The funeral lasted for five
hours, and the highest military honors
were accorded the deceased prelate,
a French man-of-war bearing the remains to Carthage. The Cardinal
was fond of Biskra, the gateway to
the desert of Sahara, and usually
spent the winter months there, owing
to the warmerj temperature. Here it
was that the headquarters of the
Freres Armes dv Sahara were established, and naturally the Cardinal
was fond of directing the operations
of the order right on the spot. So
wrapped up was this man in his plans
that frequently his light would be
burning until the early hours of the
morniDg. This was told the writer
by the landlord of the hotel at Biskra,
which adjoined the prelate's house,
the latter being now absorbed for

Choice
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Dubuque citizens

Duchesne, the
CO.
propose to erect foundress of the Society of the Sacred POPE JVLAJSTUFACTURTNG
Factoriesand GeneralOffices, Hartford, Conn,

a monument over the grave of Julien
Dubuque, the French Catholic founder
of that city. Dubuque arrived on the
site of that city in 1788, died in 1810
and was buried on the top of a cliff
overlooking the Mississippi.

Leo XIII., of his own accord, has
appointed a permanent commision for
dealing with all matters relating to the
reunion of Christendom in one fold.
This commission is to consist of Latin
and Oriental prelates, and his Holiness
is himself to be the head of it.
commercial purposes. Several years
As soon as the news of the recent
ago a lottery was organized to carry
work
in
Africa
for
on the Catholic
death at Armagh of the Most Rev.
5,000,000 francs, or $1,000,000. Doctor Gregg,primate of theProteslant
Not all of this amount was by any Episcopal church in Ireland, became
means raised, but what did come in known thebell of the Catholiccathedral
has gone for the erectionof seminaries was tolled for a considerable time,
and churches throughout the northern both in the forenoon and in the everegion of Africa, for the education of ning, as a tribute of respect for the
missionaries to the interior. A good memory of the deceased.
deal was expended for equipping and
Another convert from Judaism,
buying supplies for workers to cross in additionto thoserecently mentioned
the Sahara and fight the slave-trade by the Review, is the Rev. Father
in its very centre. One of the last Hilary, O. S. 8., who was ordained
things which this great organizer did last month at Atchison, Kans. He
with a bequest, was the education of was formerly a rabbi in Bohemia, as
twelve full-blooded negro boys for was also his father; and after his
missionary work in their native conversion in that land he came to
region. They have now returned, this country and began the study of
and are attempting what no for- theology at the Benedictine monastery
eigners, however zealous, could do
at Atchison.
the conversion of their heathen tribe
During the late Chinese-Japanese
in a country beyond the Soudan. This
war, the great German geographers
was the Cardinal's plan, to get the
of today passed an enthusiastic vernatives for missionaries where he
dict
on the maps of the Chinese emcould ; but where he could not to do
made in the 17th century by the
pire
the next best thing, and send his own

Heart in this country, who died Nov.
18, 1852, was held by the ecclesiastical commission at St. Charles, Mo.,
last week, and an authentic report of
the findings has been forwarded to
Rome.
Jean

Monsignor

Soi.ari

died

lately at Lugano, Switzerland, aged
87. He was a priest for sixty years,
and lived all his life in his native
city, Lugano. Before 1847 he sat in
the Communal Council, but he
abandoned it when hostilities were
commenced against the Church.
The Review regrets to announce
the death of one of its oldest subscribers, Mrs. Delaney of E street,
South Boston, whose soul it commends to the prayers of its readers.

Branch Stores and Agencies in almost every
city and town. If Columbias are not properly
represented in your vicinity let us know.

The Columbian Raspberry
Is extremely hardy and vigorous, resists
drouth, lias no suckers, as it propagates from
the tips only, largest in size, best for canning, as it retains its form, size, color and
flavor. It adheres firmly to the stem, does
not crumble in picking, is a good shipper and
wonderfully proline.

8,000 Quarts to the Acre.
Price, 50 cents encli, tSJK) per half dozen,
$5.00 per dozen.
CAUTION ! Buy only of responsible,
well known dealers, or the originator.
Illustrated circular free.

J. T. THOMPSON, ONEIDA, N. Y.
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for the Chinese gov- ?
White Fathers. The slave-trade in Jesuit Fathers
ernment, says a contemporary. These
Africa has received heavy blows, but
geographical authorities defrom no source has a stronger and modern
that
the knowledge we possess
clare
more ringing stroke been dealt than
of
the
today
geography of China is >
that by another Hildebrand, Cardinal
substantially that which is supplied
Lavigerie."

The quality of both may always
be depended upon.
We are glad to estimate for contract*
for long or short periods.
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Conducted by an Association of Secular
Clergymen, under the auspices of His Eminence, the Cardinal Archbishop of Haiti

more.

(

and
Classical, Scientific
Courses. Terms: $300.00 in
Junior
Department.
$250.00 in
Address

Commercial
Senior, and

REV. EDW. P. ALLEN, D. D.,

President.
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SALESMEN WANTED.
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9100 to JWI 25 per month and expenses; staple
line; position permanent, pleasant and desirable.
Address, with stamp, KING MFO. CO., O. 50, Chi-

W. S. QUINBY & CO.,
69-71 So. Market St.,

YANKEE Line Grip.

Your Clotheslines, Hammocks, Awnings, and patience secured in a second.
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THE SACRED HEART
Y. L. C. A.

News and News.

Thi: number of Catholic deafMiss Power, president of the Y.
L. C. A., addressed the Lawrence mutes in New York and Brooklyn is
Branch last week at its usual meeting ; estimated at 1,100.
her audience was increased by delegaBishop Macs of Covington retions from Haverhill and Lowell, and cently celebrated the eleventh anniall were highly pleased with her ad- versary of his consecration.
dress. Among others present was
A large number of people sought
Rev. T. OReilly, O. S. A., pastor of
the blessing of St. Blase, which was
St. Mary's Church, who, called upon
given in many churches throughout
to speak, paid a merited tribute to the
the country last Monday.
good work of the Lawrence Branch,
Inspired by the exampleof Father
saying among other things: "I wish
to tell you what a pleasure it is that Damien, Father Wehinger has started
so many of you are engaged in the a leper asylum at Mandalay, Upper
works of charity required of you by Burma, and the institution already
your rules, not alone for the good has 150 inmates.
you will do amongst the poor and
In the ecclesiastical province of
afflicted, but for yourselves, by way Boston this year's directories report
of an education. A new life is thus an archbishop, eight
bishops, 787
opened up to you, a life that you churches, 1,233 clergymen
and a
hardly knew to exist. Already sev- Catholic laity of 1,461,000.
eral young ladies have spoken to me
The Apaists are endeavoring to
of the effect which the work was havhave
church property in Cincinnati
ing on themselves, how it made them
taxed,
in the belief that they will
more contented with their own lot
thus
the Catholic Church more
injure
in life, how many a time the knowlthan
they
will
harm the Protestant
edge they have thus acquired has
sects
but
;
their
project is not likely
compelled them to be silent, at least,
to
succeed.
when otherwise they would be inclined to speak harshly, and often
Notwithstanding they are not alstirring them up to excuse or defend lowed to hold ollice under the present
the erring."
laws, the Catholics of the Transvaal
Father O'Reilly then spoke of the Republic number over 4,000, have a
love which a person acquires for this prefect-apostolic, ten priests, a colkind of work, and the satisfaction lege and seven schools of their own,
following sacrifices made in a spirit besides orphanages and asylums.
of charity for God's poor. Referring
The New York Mercury, a secular
to the numbers of charitable societies
paper, recently said :
" Monsignor
developing, and a doubt that had
Satolli,
a
though
and until
foreigner,
been expressed as to his approval of
within a few years ago a stranger, has
this society, he said : "I wish it to
already made for himself a warm place
be clearly understood that I am in
in many American hearts. Nobler
favor of every organization that has
sentiments, more in accord with the
for its object the alleviation of human
Bpirit of our institutions, than have
suffering, or the uplifting of our fel- from time to time
been uttered by Carlow human beings, especially when
dinalSatolli
never
fell from the lips of
that is to be done through a spirit of
Christian charity." The Branch has Patrick Henry."
re-elected last year's otlicers.
Cardinal Perraud has been presented by the Polish colony resident
? me of the handsomest calendars which
has been sent out this year is thai which in Paris, with a superb jeweled mitre,
Messrs. white. Warner & Company, of embellished with the arms
of Poland,
Taunton, Mass., are mailing to a few of
their customers. It is fan-shaped, with a in grateful recognition, as the address
handsome butterfly, representing each given his Eminence says,
month, arranged so thai it~
wings ran
" of the
he bent back. Bhowlng the day of each Cardinal's constant advocacy of the
month underneath. It drives a very pleasof their country. It is upwards
ing and handsome etl'eet, no advertising rights
appearing on it except the words, "House- of thirty years since the prelate first
hold Ranges," manufactured by White.
Warner 8 Company, Taunton, Mass., on distinguished himself as an ardent
the lower pari of the calendar,
it is a champion of the liberties of the Polish
very expensive calendar, and is a credit to nation, and its sons have
proved by
ihe linn sending it out.
their recent gift that they have not
One of the new candidates for horticultural fa\or is the Columbian raspberry. forgotten the debt they owed him."
'Phis variety often STOWS to a height of
During the week 20 children
from ten lo sixteen feet, and the can.-, are
often over one inch in diameter. The 5 boys and 15 girls
were received
roots arc large and spreading, penetrating
the soil to a great depth,enabling it to en- into the Home for Destitute Catholic
dure the droughts very successfully. It Children; 1 boy and 4 girls were
propagates from the tips, Insteadof growing suckers from the roots, and i- very placed in families; 2 boys and 0 girls
hardy, enduring a temperature of tfi de- restored to their relatives. Remaingrees below zero, without injury. The
fruit is very large, and adheres firmly to ing in the Home Jan. 30, 198 chilthe stem, and i~ very rich and sweet in dren? 104 boys and 94 girls. The
flavor. It make- an excellent berry for
canning, ait boMI it form better, has following subscriptions and donations
belter color, and shrinks less in processhave been received for the week ending. Its fruity season extends from the
middle of .Inly to the middle of August, ing Jan. 30, 1896; Mr. Robert
maintaining its high quality to the last. Treat Paine, 810 ; Messrs. Johnßeade
and is wonderfully prolific, yielding over
s.ooo quarts to the acre. Those who had and John R. Campbell, $5 each. Doits plant last year, speak in the highest nations of money, clothing, stores, or
terms of it.
any articles useful to the children or
A young man in Lowell. Ma"., troubled
respectfully solicited.
for years with a constant succession of in the Home are

,

?

?
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In the United States there are 17 archbishops, 72 bishops, 10,348 priests,
5,853 churches, with resident pastors,
3,648 missions, with churches,making
9,501 churches in all; 5,194 stations
and chapels, 9 universities, 26 seminaries for secular students, with 2,129
students ; 77 seminariesof thereligious
orders, with 1,474 students ; 187 high
schools for boys, 633 high schools for
girls, 3,731 parochial schools, with
796,348 pupils ; 239 orphan asylums,
sheltering 30,867 orphans, and 821
charitable institutions. The total
number of children in Catholic institutions is 933,944. The figures compared with the figures for the previous
year show the following increases :
Priests, 236 ; churches, 580 ; universities, 1 secular seminaries, 3 ; regular
seminaries, 16; children attending
parochial schools, 10,000 ; charitable
institutions, 68 ; children cared for in

;

charitable institutions, 5,685.
The annual meeting of the Holy
Trinity Branch of the Young Ladies'
Charitable Association was held Jan.
30. Officers were installed as follows: President, Annie M. Schaaf;
vice-president, Annie M. Lindhorst;
financial secretary, Lillian J. Krim;
corresponding secretary, Bertha S.
Ochs; recording secretary, M. Adelaide Haberstron; treasurer, Josephine
M. Walter; investigator, Mrs. John
Pabst;
E.
custodian,
Mary
Schleicher; vestiary, Anna M. Jansen.

The annual meeting of the Brookline Branch of the Y. L. C. A. was

held Jan. 27. The reports of the
various officers showed the society to
be in a very flourishing condition.
The following officers were elected
President, Miss Mary J. Smythe;
vice-president, Miss Dora K. Sullivan; financial secretary, Miss
Rose Mcßrien; recording secretary,
Miss Mary Geary; corresponding
secretary, Miss Agnes C. McManus;
treasurer, Miss Eleanor Mullowney;
investigator, Miss Mary Donlon ; custodian, Miss Mary Nyhan ; vestiaire,
Miss Susie A. Doran.

:?

According to the emigration returns recently issued by the British
Board of Trade, during the eleven
months ending Nov. 30. 1895, no
fewer than 262,380 persons left the
United Kingdom for places out of
Europe, as compared with 216,959 in
the corresponding period of the previous year. Of the total, 167,829
were English, 17,643 Scotch and 53,872 Irish.

Four dollars forwarded to this office will
bring its sender the REVIEW, New England's leading Catholic paper, and the
"Catholic World," the best of our Catholic
magazines, for a

year.

"Congress in Session."
A visit to Washington at this season is
full of interest. The numerous important matters before the House of Senate
insure a memorable session of Congress.
Koyal Blue Line personally conducted
Kxcursions to Washington leave Boston
Feb. 19th., April :id. and 15th., and May
6th. $23 covers transportation, hotel
boils on his neck, was completely cured by
According to the statistics of this accommodations and every expense.
taking only three bottles of Aycr's SarsFor
aparilla. Another result of the treatment year's directories, the Catholic popu- illustrated itinerary address A. J. Simmons,
A.,
N. E.
was greatly Improved digestion, with In211 Washington St..
lation of this country is 9,410,790. Boston.
creased avoirdupois.

Sometimes, through accident or neglect, the control
over a train is lost and it
speeds down the grade at a
terrific rate. It is so easy to
go down hill; but the journey
back, is slow and hard. Have
you been climbing up in
strength, accumulating force,
ready for the new work of
spring? Or have you been
going the other way, losing
ground?

ScoTH £mut&iCTU

of Cod-liver Oil, with the hypophosphites, checks the downward course. It causes a
halt; then turns your face
about, toward the top of the
hill. You cannot do anything
without good blood: Scott's
Emulsion makes it. Your
tissues must have the right
kind of food: Scott's Emulsion furnishes it. Your nervous system needs a tonic:
Scott's Emulsion supplies it.
You need a better appetite:
Scott's Emulsion gives it. You
have hard wcrk ahead: Scott's
Emulsion prepares you for it.

Take no substitute.

just as good is neveras good as

scctK£mutsicru

Badges^-?

-?Banners

HEADQUARTERS FOR ALL CATHOLIC SOCIETIES.
LOWEST PRICES.
MAISON

MADAME MARLIER,
173 TREMONT ST., BOSTON.

REMOVAL.
Thomas B. Noonan & Co.,
PUBLISHERS, BOOKSELLERS,
and dealer* In
CHURCH GOODS,
Have removed to the spacious store

172 Tremont St., Boston.

in Catholic Books and
Religions Goods.
Drafts on the Bank of Ireland.
Passage Tickets on all the Steamship
Lines to and from Karoo*.
Bargains

Catholic
PRAYER BOOKS,
PEARL AND SILVER ROSARIES,
BOOKS OF DEVOTION,
GOLD AND SILVER MEDALS,
FRAMED PICTURES.
CATHOLIC CHURCH SUPPLIES.
Agencj for ill the Steamship Lines.

TICKETS TO IRELAND AND RETURN
AT LOWEST RATES.
Drafts for Sal and upwards.

FLYNN & MAHONY
18-20 Essex Street, Boston.
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REVIEW,

"I will try to hope. If 1 could
Since you wish me to be candid
as might tempt her appetite. Nor
was Jessica ignorant from whence only see the faintest glimmer of a ray with regard to Mr. Parkes," said Arthey came. Is it, then, a matter of to guide me on; but all is gloom to thur, averting the praise which his
uncle would bestow, I must tell you
surprise that Arthur was disconsolate?
You come to me with no ordinary
You must endeavor to occupy that there are rumors abroad concerntrouble, my son," repeated Father your mind with other things ; how is ing him which are not at all savory."
"What are they?"
Percival, with emphasis, after a period your book getting on?"
I have not touched it for weeks ;
" That he often drinks to excess I
of silence, during which Arthur sat,
his head bowed in thought, consider- I can not concentrate my thoughts know from personal observation, although since his infatuation for Miss
ing whether it would not be wiser to upon it."
I am sorry for the first sheets Howard, I believe that the wine-cup
keep his secret grief in his own heart.
Every one has his share of sorrow which you showed me gave promise of has had fewer attractions. Rumor
also states that he frequents the racein this life, Father; mine may be some excellence."
in
the
track, where he has lost a large part of
Arthur made no reply; and
greater than some, and no earthly
Percival
his fortune. His magnificent trotter,
silence,
interval of
Father
power can lighten it."
what
was
best
to
be
done.
which cost at least twenty thousand
"No earthly power, Arthur; but considered
It
not
the
first
case
of
the
kind
dollars, lost the race for him last
was
the grace of God can make the heaviest
wide
week."
had
come
under
his
exburden light. Come to me, my poor which
the
sacred
Just
Is that all?"
periencein
ministry.
boy, you know me well enough to
He
life,
gambles to a considerable exthe
of
be
passed
stage
middle
confide in me, perhaps the telling of
of
the
tent
in
the
city, and a vague report
worthy
in
every respect
your trouble will bring some relief, was
assumed
has
reached
me that he owns a place
solemn
which
he
had
dignity
although my words may not possess
almost
inin
in
With
of
Diceville."
eyes
youth.
a healing unction."
"Is that possible ! " cried thepriest,
Still hesitating at what his manly fantile innocence, and a countenance
with
crowned
in
alarm.
Merciful Lord, something
beaming
benevolence,
nature rebelled, Arthur took his seat
to save the poor child
snow
white
the
be
done
good
locks,
must
by his uncle's side. The good priest with
Tell me, Arcertain
from
such
a
scoundrel.
nobility
laidhishandaffectionately on Arthur's priest possessed a
roused
not
been
to exAnd
have
every
thur,
impressed
you
beholder.
head, and, gazing into the eyes that which
with
Mr.
Howard
all
he
was
a
of
ert
influence
gentleman
your
were lifted to his own, read half of yet with
what was to be told. But not a word such polished manners that every or his good wife? "
"It would not answer, Father;
did he speak while Arthur made one, Protestant and Catholic alike,
to
acquaintance
captive
realizing
my position you can not ask
fell
known his story, telling of his meet- at first
to
do
it."
me
ing with Jessica, his call at the Howard his magnetic influence.
words
have
I
see
it now too clearly," replied
me,
"Your
benefited
mansion, his growing interest and
first
to
break
I must reflect upon what
priest,
the
earnest love. He omitted nothing, Father," said Arthur,
more
I might warn
accomplish.
at we can
portraying her seeming indifference the silence, I will reflect
and
for
the
herself
or warn her
pray
lady
light
young
to him at Miss Duchesne's musicale, length upon them
then,
mother but
would it be prudent ?
and at other places. He related the to see my way."
told
me you know by
"Do so, my son. But why hurry What you have
circumstances of the accident, and it
?
are
other
is no substantial
only?there
report
was with the greatest difficulty that away from me now There
of
his
you
evidence
profligate life."
he spoke of the scene at her awaken- matters, in connection with what
to
None,
which
I
desire
but
of
his intemperance."
upon
have
told
me,
to
and
the
words
brought
which
ing,
bad enough," replied
"That
is
with
speak
you."
the
that
she
loved
knowledge
him
Arthur, my son,"
Very well; my time is your's this Father Percival.
another.
he continued, after a moment, I am
Even at the close Father Percival evening."
Miss Howard is a Catholic, of about to impose a task upon you which
remained silent; perhaps he was
began Father Percival; I will not be easy. But at the same time,
course,"
for
and
prayer
light
breathing a
see
at Mass, and I know knowing that you are performing it
regularly
her
he
his
pressed
guidance. Gently
she
the Sacraments in the interest of the lady whom you
approaches
that
a
act,
simple
nephew's hand. It was
love, your attention will be engrossed
intervals.'
regular
at
but so like the divine Master bringwith a new object of care which will,
religious
Id6
not
know
about
her
ing the sad and way-worn near to his
with God's assistance, lighten the
practices, Father."
Sacred Heart.
the
burden
you carry."
that
mentioned
you
I think
"Do you remember the words
ready to accept it, Father
"lam
gained
whohas
gentleman
which Jesus spoke out of the fullness name of the
for
Jessica's sake. I will
anything
continued
the
priest.
her affection,"
of his love, Arthur?"
of the earth ; I will
travel
to
the
end
replied
love
Has gained her
!"
There was no response only the
or hardship in
sacrifice
undergo
any
heavy sobs which shook the manly Arthur, in a low tone.
her
service."
of
this
anything
"Do you know
frame.
It is simply this : You must obCome to me all ye that labor man, Arthur?"
serve
this Parkes' actions with your
"Why do you ask, Father? "
and are heavy burdened and I will
1
am
own
then you will be certain of
son,
eyes
"If I know you, my
refresh you.' Have you reflected that
your
I
I do not bid you
knowledge.
this sorrow maybe sent for your good, certain that your love for Miss toward is sufficiently deep to consume
( Continued on nage 1 7\u25a0)
Arthur?"
No, Father, I can not see it in every motive of self-interest so that
the lady's happiness is of the first imthat light."
Certainly, you can not now ; but, portance."
??
Most assuredly ; 1 would give my
trust me, when I say good, not evil,
moment,
even
will come out of it. Love, such as life for her at this
yours, my poor boy, is not displeasing though I am conscious that she loves
to God, but it must be made conformanother."
i| for those suffering from S
What is the character of Mr.
able to his holy will. You must take
]b coughs, colds, throat and long
up the cross which he has laid upon Parkes? " asked Father Percival.
troubles.
?
<
I am afraid it is not the best,"
you, even as the Master has commanded, and, in bearing it, he will replied Arthur.
"He is not a Catholic?
make the labor sweet. Then, who
At all events not a practical one."
knows, but that in the unseen decrees
J acts promptly and with cerAlas, there are so many among \ tainty, goes to the root of the )
Providence,
be
you
may
of
yet
the young men of our cities. The ? disease, soothes irritation, al- 5
happy."
lavs lever, eases coughs, in- <
"It is too much to hope for, temptations of man's three great >
duces
sleep, and cures quickly S
<
enemies are truly appalling. How / and completely.
Father."
S
"Why too much? May we not thankful I am that you, Arthur, have $ Medal and Diploma at World's Fair. 5
hope for all good things from the remained faithful to God and your
duties."
Giver of all good gifts? "

"

Written for the Review.
JESSICA.
BY EDWARD

SACRED

KANE.

(Continued from last

meek.)

CHAPTER IX.
A CONM I.TATHiN.

" Father, are you very busy this

evening? "
Never so busy but that I can
"
give a little time to you, Arthur."
" It is so good of you when there
are so many affairsof moreimportance
awaiting your attention."
14 We will judge of the particular
importance of your case when it is
presented," replied Father Percival.
" You seldom honor the rectory with
a visit, Arthur; hence, I feel that it
is no trivial cause which brings you
now."
Arthur knew that his uncle's words
were only too true. Since Jessica's
almost fatal accident, when with the
awakening to life she uttered the words
which inflicted so deep a wound in
his heart, he had become a different
man.

Although, by no word or sign did
he make known his suffering, still it
preyed upon him unceasingly. In his
sanctum, where he had spent many a
pleasant hour at his favorite pastime,
gathering material for the volume
which was to be the effort of his life,
and where, after he had seen Jessica,
he had dreamed andplanned the future
greatness with which he was to endow
the loved one of his heart, of late he
sat brooding over his trouble, oppressed by a weight of woe which
aged him daily.
His friends saw his changed appearance ; but, respecting his sorrow,
ventured no word of inquiry as to its

cause.

He had not seen Jessica since that
fatal day. Still, each morning he had
made inquiry at the Howard mansion,
and learned of the illness which had
followed. An attack of brain fever
had well-nigh threatened her existence; and, were it not for the skill of
the physician and the bestof nursing,
supplementedby anexcellentconstitu-

tion, she would not have recovered.
Edith Jennings was often by her side
during her illness. In the raving of
delirium she had learned enough to
strengthen her opinion that in Jessica
she need no longer fear a rival for
Arthur Percival. Mrs. Howard was
also constantly in the sick-room, nor
could the nurse prevail upon her
to leave, except for such rest as
was absolutely necessary.
One night they thought that Jessica
would not live until morning. Then
the poor mother, bowed down with
"rief, vowed to herself that she would
not interfere with her daughter's love
affair.
There had been another constant
caller at the Howard mansion. Clinton

Parkes, although denied admission
to the sick-room, passed most of
his time about the house, making inquiries of every one who appeared.

As soon as the crisis was passed, and
the period of convalesence beguD, he
sent a profusion of flowers daily, togetherwith such choice little delicacies
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pry into his private life and unearth
everything that may lie hidden ; but,
as the occasion presents itself, do not
shrink from ascertaining the true and
the false concerning his life."
" There will be nothing dishonorable in this."
" Do you think that I would persuade you to do anything unbecoming
a gentleman? '' asked Father Percival,
with an air of offended dignity.
"I beg your pardon, Father, for
entertaining the thought."
" It is readily granted. Now, my
son, we have progressed thus far in
the means for securing a knowledge
of the man s present career. What
do you know of his antecedents? "
"Almost nothing except what
he told at the club one night for the
amusement of some of his set."
" Do you remember any of the
facts ? "
" Scarcely any, and what I dorecall
are very disconnected. I chanced to
be in theroom engaged in conversation
with a manand only a few fragmentary
remarks come to my ears."
"Tell me what you heard
who
knows but what it may be of use to
us? "
" He said that he had attended the
University of Ileidelburg, having previously lived with his father in Berlin ;
that his mother and sister had been
lost in a shipwreck."
" Of what nationality was his
father?"
" I believe he said that he was an
American, and had been a merchant
in Boston, Massachusetts."
" Do you remember the year in
which the wreck occurred, or the
place ? "
" I do not think that he mentioned
it. If he did, I failed to hear it."
" Y ou may wonder at my question,
Arthur, but you know that some years
ago, when I was attached to the archdiocese of Boston, I became acquainted
with a man by the name of Parkes
a very estimable man. It was shortly
after I was sent as assistant pastor
to the church which he attended, that
he came to me one night in deep distress, much as you have come to me
now, only that his grief was of a
different character. He had received
word that the ship upon which his
only brother, in company with his
wife, two children and a nurse, had
sailed, was wrecked ou the Atherfield
Rocks. He used every possible means
to ascertainwhether his relatives were
among the rescued, but the only intelligence he received was that his
brother had been left at a fisherman's
hut prostrate with a malignant fever
from which it was supposed that he
died, since no further communication
came."
" Do you connect Mr. Clinton
Parkes with the family to which you
have just referred, Father?"
" It is impossible to say. Still it
would be singular; it may be the
finger of God in this affair of yours,
after all, Arthur, making you the instrument of bringing joy to a grief?

r

?

stricken heart."
" Or more misery," replied Arthur.
" Yes, it may be, still we must
leave no stone unturned in following

up this clue. If this Clinton Parkes
be the nephew of the gentleman I
knew, his antecedents are most honorable."
I presume it wouldbe well, then,
to correspond with the supposed
uncle ? "
No; I differ from you for the
best of reasons ; namely, that I am not
at all certain of his place of residence
now, nor do I know whether he is living or not. And again, 1 would not
wish to awaken a false hope which
might only cause additional pain."
What, then, is to be done? "
"There is only one way which I
can clearly see at present, Arthur. It
involves considerable self-sacrifice on
your part, but remember that you are
embarked upon an enterprise for the
welfare of a lady. It is a noble cause ;
the zeal with which you prosecute it [
will declare a generosity of soul truly
worthy of you. The object is to clear
away, if possible, the unsavory
shadows which linger around the man
who has gained Miss Howard's
affection, or to bring light upon the
darker spots as they fall under your
observation. Concerning the prosecution of the latter part we have already
spoken ; as to the former, I must ask
you "to undertake a trip to Boston,
seek Mr. Stephen Parkes, and, in the
event of finding him, use your diplomatic skill in discovering whether the
relationship does exist. I admit that
there is slight material in your possession upon which to work, but you will
do your best, will you not?"
Yes, Father, since I place unlimited confidence in you, trusting that
God is directing you, I cheerfully
put aside whatever self-interest might
suggest, and am willing to expend
my energy in Miss Howard's, even
in Mr. Parkes' service."
Nobly said, my dear boy ! 1 knew
that I was not mistaken in your generous sentiment. When will you be
ready to start? "
In a few days, Father. I have a
little business matter to arrange here ;
then 1 am off to Boston."
And mayGod's choicest blessings
attend you," pronounced the priest,
in a solemn tone.
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The village wag thought he would
have some fun with the mild mannered
young man who had recently takeu
charge of the country paper. "I
say," he said, coming into the office
excitedly, "there's a man in the
street looking for you with a club."
The young editor looked up pleasantly.
Is that so?" he inquired. "We
make special reductions to clubs.
How many subscribers has he got? "

"

Is it right
she
" "?

L

to call a mail steamer

policy of the Government in their

IrOiL
suh etter.
The Catholics of Manchester,
Eng., who are in large part of either
Irish birth or descent, recently held a
public meeting to declare themselves
in favor of religious education, and
one of the leading speakers was Mr.
John Dillon, M. P., whose appearance on the platform, which held the
bishop of Salford, who presided,
Monsignor Gadd, and other notabilities, was hailed with enthusiastic applause. In beginning his address,
Mr. Dillon submitted the following
resolution : " That in the interests of
elementary education and in gratitude
for the service they have rendered in
the past and are still indispensably
rendering to national education, the
Catholic schools of England are
justly entitled to additional, substantial and permanent support from public funds."
After this proposition had been
unanimously adopted, the distinguished speaker said that in his
opinion theresolution "was grounded
on justice, and must recommend itself to the mind of every just man.
There was something peculiarly fitting
in calling upon a member of the Irish
national party, for he was there as a
representative of a race who, for long
and dark and stormy centuries of
persecution, the like of which few
nations had passed through, has remained faithful to the cause of the
Catholic faith, a race who time and
time again had been invited to
save themselves from misery and
death and to obtain the good things
of this world, to forsake and turn
their backs on the faith of their
fathers, and had refused to do so.
They had always remained true to
their religion. The Irish representatives were entitled to claim, also,
that they spoke as the advocates of
the countless millions of their people
who, driven from their own land, had
carried to every corner of the world
the principles of the Catholic Church.
'' The nationalistic members of Ireland were in a strong position for
demanding the fullest measure of
justice for the Catholic schools of
England. He believed he would be
hardly overstating the case when he
said that of the Catholic school children of this country nine-tenths were
of his own race. Moreover, Ireland
has an education question, and in
every proposal that has been made
for settling that question the most
elaborate arrangements have been
always inserted by the Government
for the protection of the small
minority in Ireland who were in
favor of secular education from anything wearing the appearance of injustice. If that were the settled
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Bear in Mind Not one of the host of counterfeits and imitations is as good as the genuine.

Irish administration the Nationlist
members were entitled to come before
the House of Commons and to say if
that be the law and practice in Ireland for the minority they claimed
for their Catholic people in this
country equal rights. If ever there
was a time peculiarly favorable for a
definite final settlement of this question that time was the present, because there was now in power a Government who had been returned to
power partly on account of their
pledges to do full justice to the voluntary schools. They had a majority
of one hundred and sixty-two, but to
that could be added the eighty-two
votes of the Irish party, who were
reckoned in most cases the opponents
of the Government. On this particular question the Irish party were
solid and when it came to be a question of doing justice to the voluntary
schools they were with the Government."
Referring to the letter on the subject which Cardinal Vaughan published a few months ago, Mr. Dillon said : That letter touched one of
the most crucial and important points
connected with the whole of this controversy. That letter stated the nonconformists had a grievance, and that
no legislationcould be final which left
them out in the cold. Nonconformists had complained that in rural districts they were bound to send their
children to church of England

"
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schools. That was, as everybody I
knew, one of the real difficulties in
settling or putting on a final and lasting basis the religious education
question. The words that had been
uttered by Cardinal Vaughan on this
point were words of wisdom.
'' It would be imprudent on the question of rural schools to do anything
which would be really unjust to the
nonconformists, but it would be unwise to do so, because the timewould
come when a reaction would take
place, and then the settlement would
be unsettled again. They did not
desire to inflict the smallest iota of
injustice upon any nonconformist in
England. Against the cause of the
Roman Catholic schools nonconformists never could have any objection
their objection lay against the
church of England schools, and
wherever they could show that any
legislation would tend to oppress
them, or compel them to send their
children to schools where doctrines
were taught which they did not believe in, then Roman Catholics, as
just men, were bound, even if they
had the power to do injustice, in
?

common prudence as well as from a
sense of morality, to consider their
objections.
" The Irish party were determined
to do justice to the voluntary schools,
and would not vote for any proposal

to inflict injustice on the nonconAny
formists of this country.
reasonable scheme put forward on behalf of the nonconformists to relieve
them should have his warm support
and the support of every Irishman."
The Review is happy to announce that
Mr. M. J. Roche, having recovered from
his recent illness, will resume next week
his Irish letters to its columns.
The patent medicine combine has again
been resurrected and reorganized for the
purpose of forcing up the prices of medicinal preparations of every description.
If they succeed the people will soon be
compelled to pay from twenty to fifty per
cent, more than they are now paying for
their medicines.
The combine proposes to boycott all
manufacturers who sell to cutters.
Messrs. Houghton & Dutton will fight
the combine in this way
When a manufacturer is boycotted by
this organization, they will publish his
name and request the public, when asking
for goods of his manufacture, to insist on
having them. The would-be purchaser
well knows that a refusal on the part of
the druggist to supply him with such
goods, and his own submission to such refusal by taking something else in its place,
is a step towards higher prices. Houghton & Dutton will always carry a full line
of all Proprietary Medicines that are boycotted, and will fill any and all orders for
the same at the very lowest possible
prices that are consistent with their business interests. (See ad. on page 20).
As there are a few manufacturers who,
not content with the large fortunes already amassed in their business, are now
endeavoring to make the public pay more
for their goods than they now pay,
Houghton & Dutton will also publish their
names and leave it for the public to decide
what action they will take in the matter.
This is a light which Houghton & Dutton can win if the people will stand by
them in the undertaking.
Bear in mind that they have a free delivery to all the suburbs of Boston and a
large* and well-equipped mail order office
from which they promptly fill all mail and
express orders, that the express charges
on these goods amount to but little and
that, even when they are included, a saving can be made from the regular prices
by purchasing from them. Besides this,
purchasers can rest assured of receiving
fresh medicines direct from the manufacturer, Instead of old and stale goods. Refuse to trade with those who are in the
combine, and remember that a purchase
from Houghton & Dutton at low prices is
a blow at the trust.
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steaks and tea. Her Majesty is extremely partial to the Bavarian
A dish that is almost certain to lead " knoedels," but does not venture to
indulge in that delicacy, for fear of
the way on the queen of England's
its influence on her figure, of which,
menu is a kind of oatmealsoup. Her as is well known, she is very proud.
Majesty generally drinks from a
beautiful gold cup formerly belonging
to Queen Anne. Boiled beef and
pickled cucumbers a favorite dish
Says
with Prince Albert ipvariably follow What Mis. I. E. Bressie
to American Women.
the soup, while a baron of beef is
likewise a constant feature/ It is
Melancholy Condition After the
noteworthy that the queen still Her
llii Hi of Her Child.
adheres to the old practice of having
I
That feel as if I was doing an injusthe cook's name called out as each tice to my suffering sisters if I did not tell
dish is brought to the table. This what I.ydia E. I'inkham's Vegetable Comcustom dates back to the days of
George 11., and had its origin in a
conspiracy against one Weston,
formerly an assistant, whom the king
had raised to the dignity of chief
mouth cook." His late companions,
jealous of his preferment, endeavored
to disgrace him- by tampering with
the dishes. Upon Weston's proving
the existence of this plot to his royal
master, the latter gave orders that,
in future, as each dish was brought
on, the name of its cook should be
called out, in order that praise or
""\u25a0"?«>
against m y
blame might be bestowed where due.
bad feelings until I was obliged to give up.
In strong distinction to Queen VicMy disease battled the best doctors.
toria'stastes are thoseof anotherroyal
I was nervous, hysterical; my head
with such a terrible burning sensalady Queen Margaret of Italy. The ached
tion on the top and felt as if a band was
latter's tastes incline specially towards drawn tightly above my brow; inflamma
olives and cakes fried in oil. When tion of the stomaih, no appetite, nausea
indigestion, constipathe royal guests consist exclusively at the sight of food,
tion, bladder and kidney troubles, palpitaof Italians, none but national dishes tion of the heart, attacks of melan holia
are served, spaghetti, garlic, onions would occur without any provocation
whatever, numbness of the limbs, threatand oil forming the chief components ening
paralysis, and loss of memory to
of the meal. Both the king and the such an extent that I feared aberration of
queen of Italy are specially fond of the mind.
A friend advised I.ydia E. I'inkham's
fritto a terrible compound of arti- Vegetable
Compound, and spoke in glowchokes, chickens' livers, calves'brains ing terms of what it had done for her.
I began its use and gained rapidly.
and cocks' combs !
Now
I am a living advertisement of its
The Pope's daily bill of fare is simmerits. 1 had not used it a year when I
plicity itself. For breakfast a cup of was the envy of the whole town for my
coffee and milk, and a roll without rosy, dimpled, girlish looks and perfect
health.
butter. Dinner consists of soup,
1recommend it to all women. I find a
several kinds of meat, pastry in the great advantage in Icing able to say it is
Italian style, a roast, and either fried by a woman's hands this great boon is
given to women. All honor to the name
potatoes or vegetables. A small of I.ydia E. I'inkham, wide success to the
portion of fruit concludes the meal. Vegetable Compound. Yours in Health,
At 6 o'clock a cup of bouillon is taken, MRS. I. K. BRESSIE, Herculaneum, Jefferson Co., Mo.
while the supper, at 10.30, is composed of cold meat and another cup OVjTrnjia Cures Corns, Warts,
of bouillon. According to etiquette, 111 Ai Ivl Bunions, etc. So easy
the Pope is obliged to take his meals \u25a0dflttHui lo apply- it sticks fast.
alone.
A S I< tor Dent's; take
At King Oscar of Sweden's table a
110 Other. Sold everywhere,
ox by mail 111 cents. C. S. Dent
national dish consist ing of raw salmon
I IT I & Co. Detroit, Mich.
preserved in earth, is almost in- |f-4
variably to be found. There is like- BBBSBBssWaeanssBBBW Try Doit's Toothache Gum.
wise a curious soup, composed mainly
$20 tO $40 A WEE*]
of boiled barley and whipped cream.
in
oplfrs lor putt-ntml »p..cliiltii-it
II ST B/1 tuklliaAluminum,
lih now metal, equal to
No waste is allowed, and once a week ICIAeJ,
Xll'l'i'i"or kilvhi-,verytcheap,
uoo.l lu.kor, great
null!
*
seller, light "s wood, vory i.trouK, don t
the remainders of roasts are hashed, VV
>C :.-\S change or larnn-h. line color, elegant tlinwh.
An work. Monument Photograph Ossss
formed into balls and fried in oil. Mumlnnm
and styles,
lust forever, signs and sign letters all sises
street names and nuinherw, houne
This dish is served on large silver letters for vehicles,
put on by any
quick
and.
plates,
Q
r« door
aasill nl situation
other good sellers, perm
platters, the borders of which are person Hani
a- home or traveling if taken soon. Vt rite world
Muuulucltll'lugt u? D.ii lulumhuK,olilo.
garnished with fried eggs.
The emperor of Austria specially
affects spaetzle (a national dish somewhat resembling macaroni) while the
OEERING, MH.,
Empress Elizabeth is extremely fond
BY
THE SISTERS OF MERCY
CONDUCTED
of sweets of all kinds. As a rule,
Hoard and Tuition, »150 a Year.
food
cold
consists of
however, her
For further particulars apply to Directress of
or to Mother Superior, Convent of Mercy,
meats, fruits, the juice of raw beef- Academy,
Portland. Me.

WHAT ROYAL PEOPLE EAT.

TheHousewife.
HOW TO FUMIGATE A ROOM.
The proper way to fumigate a room
is to close the doors, windows, fireplace, etc., pasting strips of paper
over all the cracks. Fumigation by
burning sulphur is most easily accomplished. Two pounds of sulphur
should be allowed for every room from
ten to twelve feet square. It is better
to divide it and put it in several pans,
rather than burn the entire quantity
of sulphur used in one pan. To avoid
the danger of fire, these pans should
be set on bricks, or in other and larger
pans filled with water or with sand.
After pouring a little alcohol on the
sulphur and properly placing the pans
about the room, the farthest from the
place of exit should be lighted first;
the others in order. The operator will
need to move quickly, for no one can
breath the sulphurous flames with
safety. After closing the door, the
cracks around it should be pasted up,
as was done within the room. Six
hours, at least, is generally necessary
to fumigate a room properly; at the
end of that time it may be entered
and the windows opened; and they
should be left open as long as is
convenient, even for a week, if possible. After fumigation a thorough
process of cleansing should be instituted. At least the walls and ceiling
should be rubbed dry; much the better way is to whitewash and re-paper.
The floor and the woodwork and the
furniture should be scrubbed with a
solution of carbolic acid or some other

disinfectant.
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A MOTHER'S INFLUENCE.

There are two ways of training
children in vogue, and a third way of
letting them grow up without any
training whatever. The two ways
are training by precept, and training
by example. The former is good, the
latter better, but the best is both
combined. Training by precept is,
of course, far better than no training
at all, but the reason it usually fails
is that children generally do just as
mother does, or father, too, for that
matter. There is hardly a sadder
sight than that of a family of little
children growing up without moral
or mental training, and consequently
devoid of any special sense of duty
towards God or man. The woman
who is satisfied with simply giving
her children good food, good clothing
and sleeping accommodation, and has
no other anxiety for her child, is
scarcely a good and wise mother.
No; the good and wise mother is she
who, besides caring for their physical
needs, insures their mental and moral
well-being by proper training. When
this is accomplished, even though it
be a work of time, the home will be
a blessed one ; and from such will go
forth wise and good men and women
to plant other blessed homes and

families.
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Medical.
PRACTICE DEEP BREATHING.
Stand erect, the feet separated, the
right slightly in advance shoulders
and head in natural position; hands
lying lightly on the abdomen, the
fingers pointing forward ?compliance with this rule enables the person
to use the abdominal as well as the
pectoral muscles in respiration.
Empty the lungs of air, then close the
mouth, inhale slowly through the nostrils, using abdominal as well as
chest muscles
the lungs thus receive the utmost possible amount of
pure oxygen, and the muscles have
exercise. Hold the breath as long as
possible, and meanwhile use the ordinary calisthenic exercises never
exercise unless the chest is well exExhale slowly,
panded with air.
enunciating the vowel sounds as the
air passes the lips.

;

?
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"The Comedy of English

Protestantism."

Messrs. Bcnziger Bros., New
Y ork, Cincinnati, and Chicago, are
entitled to a large measure of thanks
for bringing out a new and very neat
edition of The Comedy of English
"
Protestantism," edited by A. F.
Marshall, B.A. Oxon, which they
offer at the low price of 50 cents, in
order to put it within the reach of
all readers. The suggestion of a
leading Anglican
" broad " churchman that a grand council be held in
Exeter Hall, London, with a view of
restoring all the religious sects in Great
Britain to the embrace of the Anglican Church, gave Mr. Marshall the
idea of the comedy which he delineates so skilfully in this work, wherein he describes how the delegates
limited to seven in number, although
there are more than two hundred
Protestant sects in Great Britain
met in Exeter Hall, considered the
ways and means of effecting unity
between these sectaries, ranging from
Salvationists to Ritualists, and the
Established church, and, after much
debate and discussion, in which the
ludicrous nature of the work they had
undertaken was constantly coming to
the surface, abandoned the project as
utterly hopeless and beyond their
reach. The reader can not but be
highly entertained at the perplexities
which beset these delegates, the difficulties, amusing in the extreme, and
the dilemmas, from which escape was
impossible, that confronted them as
they progressed in their efforts ; and
Mr. Marshall's way of stating these
things adds to the comicality of the
situation. It would be a big mistake,
though, to imagine that this book was
written solely for the amusement of
the reader. In its lightest pages there
is a fund of information and instruction, and all through the work stand
out in bold relief against the absurd
and untenable claims of Protestantism, the truth and divine authority
of the Catholic Church.
" The Comedy of English Protestantism " is a
book which no fair-minded and sincere Protestant, who is truly desirous
of knowing the truth, can read without becoming convinced that that
truth is not to be found in any of the
sects; it is one, too, which Catholics
can read with profit for the enlightenment and confirmation of the faith
with the possession of which they are
r

?

?

NECESSITY FOR KEEPING CLEAN.

An old physician, being appealed
to for some general comprehensive
rules for the preservation of good
"Keep clean."
health, replied,
Cleanliness, from a medical point
of view, generally means the absence
of noxious germs.
The laity generally comprehend in
the term freedom from foreign substances, while the psychologist and
moralist have reference to the purity
of mind and soul. Freedom from all
filth with reference to the body and
its surroundings, freedom from contamination of mind and soul, would
make the individual not only free
from material pollutions, but would
inspire him with a sense of cleanliness,
a feeling of purity that would cleanse
life and glorify the consciousness of
living. There is a meaning in the
word " clean " that penetrates beyond
things seen, and touches the mental
and spiritual nature of humanity.
Cleanliness in a material sense may
not abhor dissipation and debauches
which impress life with a sense of
impurity, vitiating the sources of
health and impairing its enjoyment.
"Keep clean" is an admonition

carrying with it an inspiration which
not only invigorates life, but makes
it enjoyable and beautiful. Cleanliness brings not only comfort and
health, but it adorns living, gives existence a charm, imparts consciousness of life's real enjoyment, thought
and feeling of existence, the purpose
and sanctity of living. There is a
world of meaning in the two words
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orators, Latin and Greek, to the
medieval preachers and the preachers
of the Crusades. Where he tries to
be just to Catholic preachers his
limitations do not always permit him
to show himself such, and one need
only read the chapter oh Savanarola "or that on The Oratory of the
Reformation" to discern what those
limitations are. Webster, Sumner,
Philips and George William Curtis
get each a chapter. The book is well
brought out by T. C. Griggs & Co.,

"

''

Chicago.

Various New Publications.
The February "Womankind"
abounds in articles of varied character that have a special interest and
instruction for the class of readers it
seeks to reach, and it is one of the
best publications of its scope that
comes to our table.
The February
" McClure's " disposes of the Princess Osra in the last
of Anthony Hope's Zenda stories.
Elizabeth Stuart Phelps' paper treats
of Emerson; Murat Halstead writes
of President Garfield's nomination
and administration, and Harry P.
Robinson tells of a fast railway run
from Chicago to Buffalo. The Lincoln papers are, as a matter of course,

interesting.

from want of nourishment.
Thousands of them succumb from
this cause daily. No fault of the
parents either, simply they are
unable to find food that can be
retained by the poor, weak stomachs, and then that continual
decrease in weight, that pinched
and forlorn look on the little
face with the inevitable end.
Try while there is yet life and
be rewarded with happy success,
as thousands have done before
you, that greatest of food
products

Bovinine
It is a concentration in the least
possible bulk of the life-maintaining elements of lean, raw beef,
prepared by a special cold process.
A few drops added to
babies' milk will make rich, new
blood, create flesh and bone, and
give the necessary strength to
the vital organs to start them on
their long life's work. Cholera
infantum and bowel troubles are
prevented by its use. Over
25000 physicians endorse it.

One is always certain to find in
"Current Literature" something to
suit his taste, run that in whatever
direction it may. The current issue
has editorials on the great questions ?
ALSO IX SYRUP.
P| II
<
that are at present engaging public
Specially recommended by the mcdi- #
attention; extracts from the best ? cal celebrities
of the World for Scrofula <Tv- ?
Evil; and the early stapes of #
King's
0
mors.
fiction, words of wisdom from the
Consumption.
Weakness, #
Constitutional
Poorness of the Blood and for stimulating m
profoundest thinkers, and selections 0 and regulating its periodic course.
X
Genuine unless signed " BT.AN- X
covering almost every conceivable CARD."
E. Fougera A Co., N.Y., and all Druggists. ]
subject, and these taken from the
best publications.

{bSncaK^"'!Q
:

:Ni»ne

CHAS. STRATTON & SON,

David A. Wells describes in the
Dealers la
current Popular Science Monthly "
and
the tax systems of China and Japan.
Herbert Spencer deals with the evoluLeverett
St.,
77
Boston.
tion of the sculptor and has a second
Lowest prices for solid goods.
article in reply to some criticism on
a previous article of his passed by Foundry Established In 1790 byPaul Revere
the Marquis of Salisbury.
The
And chimes
Smithsonian Institution is further de- ULI
V Of COPPER AND TIN
|_BJ BLAKE BELL CO.,
scribed by Professor H. C. Bolton ; \u25a0sf aVss Saa aWa
\f
BOSTON, MASS.
and The Study of Inheritance" is
discussed by Professor W. K.
Brooks.

''

Rubbers

Boots, Shoes,

nn i o

"

dirt

?

FITCHBURG RAILROAD.

lime is

*.

Hoosac Tunnel Route
THE SHOUT LINE TO

Chicago.
St. Louis,

"The History of Oratory."

comprehensive work in the
length of time it covers is "The History of Oratory," wherein its author,
Deafness Can Not Be Cured
by local applications, as they can not each Lorenzo Sears, L. H. D., and proWe want to send
to
poriloD "f the ear, There Is
tlie diseased
ny in cure Deafness, and that is
fessor in Brown University, sketches every woman in New England
uniy
by constitutional remedies. Deafness Is
caused by an Inflamed condition of the the history of the oratorical art from
mucous lining ol the Eustachian Tube.
a sample bag of the whitest
When this tube gets Inflamed you have, a the age of Pericles down to our own
rumblingsound or imperfect hearing, and
the world
when it is entirely closed Deafness is the redays. Of course, the treatment of and purest salt in
sult, ami unless the Inflammation can be
taken out and this tube restored to its nor
the many subjects which a work of Bradley's "Yorkshire" Salt.
mill condition, hearing will be destroyed
ten
nine
cases
out
of
are
caused
such
character suggests must neces- Won't harden in damp weather.
by
ever;
for
catarrh, which is nothing hut an Inflamed
Grocers don't keep it they sell it. Your dealof
the
mucous
surfaces.
be limited ; but Professor Sears
sarily
condition
er can supply you
see that he does. Send your
We will give One Hundred Hollars for any
catarrh)
that
to
by
(caused
appears have omitted nothing imease of Deafness by
address for a sample to
Hall's" Catarrh Cure.
can not be cured
portant in his historical review. He
Send for circulars, free.
BRADLEY SALT CO.,
CO., Toledo, O.
F. J. CFIENKY
devotes special chapters to thepatriotic jtyjiiy St., New York. 4 Commercial St., Boston.
ay Sold by Druggists, 75c.

Cincinnati,

A

free

<

?

?

?

*

Don't let the
# Baby Die

And all points

WEST.

Lake

Champlain

Montreal,

TO

Ottawa,
and

Route
Quebec,

All Canadian points.
Palace Sleeping or Drawing Room Cars on
all through trains.
For time tables, space in sleeping ears, or
information of any kind, call on any Ticket
Agent of tbe company, or address

J.tR. WATSON,
Gen'l lass. Agent,
Boston, Mass,

HEART REVIEW.

THE SACRED

Ahern's Column

For Sale Cheap!

STOCK EXAMINING

1,000,000 feet Lumber.
100,000 Clapboards.

AND WHAT IT HAS DEVELOPED.
W

DAMAGED BY FIRE AND WATER.

-v

Shirt Waists.

Geo. W. Gale Lumber Co.,

STREET, CAMBRIDGEPORT.
336 MAINTelephone,
40 Cambridge.

FLOUR

~

sssssssssssW

How About

Insurance ?

Best Mild Creamery Butter, 28c lb.
Choice Creamery Butter, 25c N>Fresh Eastern Eggs, received weekly, 22c dozen.
Good Western Eggs, warranted, 20c dozen.
I{eB t New Evaporated Apples, 12c lb.
Best New California Prunes, |2c lb.
Best White Oil, |2c gal.
Best Hebron Potatoes, 50c bushel, |5c peck.

FRUITS.
OIL.
POTATOES.

PORK. LARD. Perk, 8c lb.

Are You Sure You
Have Enough on

Lard, 8c

C.

MOOR,
506 Cambridge street, Corner Sixth.

JAMES

Hamburg Steak. DRY
Pure, Delicious, and
Easily Cooked.

2 LBS. FOR 25 CENTS.

C. E. CROTHERS,
General Provision Dealer.
Pork Trimmings, Spare Ribs, and Pigs' Tongues
a specialty.

Cambridge St.,

Cor. Sixth,

East Cambridge

Newspapers, Periodicals, Books and Stationery, Toys and Fancy Goods.
Subscriptions taken for all Papers, Magazines and
at Publishers'
ALSO ON HAND,

Prices.

ROSARIES, SCAPULARS AND PRAYER BOOKS.

278 Oam'brlclso St.,
Opposite Old Stand.

JOHN H. SDLLIYAN,
PRESCRIPTION DRUGGIST,
Cor. Gore and Third Sts..
Kast Cambridge.
The longest established druggist in East Cambridge.
Telephone to call physicians.

I can write it for you
in my own companies,

Which are First=Class,

GOODS.

LADIES AND GENTS'

Furnishing Goods DROP
And Small Wares
Institute

AUCTIONEER AND REAL ESTATE,

Men's Indigo Blue Socks,

15c pair

These socks are sold by our neighbors for
19c a pair as a bargain. Our price this

If you are looking
For a House

To Buy

week, 15c.

Ladies' Fleece-Lined Vests and
Pants,

GIVE ME A CALL,

DON'T FORGET THE PLACE.

AND I WILL SUIT YOU.

Remember,

Next door to Wm. J. Ryan's
Furniture Store.

I am also an

AUCTIONEER.

ORENB VRRYE VENING

Sale of Furniture

Wholesale and retail.

Broadway, Third and Main Streets.
Cambridgeport.

P. G. McDERMOTT,

MUSIC,
UN DERTAKER TEACHER OFSTREET
32 Third St., Cor Gore
Residence, 98 Otis St.,
East Cambridge.

Personal Property
A Specialty.

LUMBER,

East Cambridge.

ice,

or Rent,

Extra heavy, and latest improvements in
these garments. We will sell them for one
week for 23c per garment.

J. Y. PYNE & CO.

81 THORNDIKE
TERMS :'Twenty lessons, two lessons per week,sls.
Twenty lessons, one lesson per week, $20.
Tuition fee in advance.

AHERN,
Real

Estate and Insurance,

AUCTIONEER,

MORTGAGES,
38 1-2 FIFTH ST., E. CAMBRIDGE.
iy

Pictures.
Are easy to buy at the prices enumerated below. You'll find the
drawings and expressions as fine and
as real as the 1,000 dollar paintings.
The subjects are copied from some of
the best galleries in Europe.
inches, white and
Artotypes,
§1.25
gold frames
Etchings, 25x35 inches, old oak
frames
81.75
Panels of Pansies, 42x15 inches,
white and gold frames
82.49
Ueautiful Pastels, 19x24 inches, silver and bronze frames
82.25
Ktchings, 19x21 inches, gilt frames

Engravings, 26x31 inches, beautiful
carved frames
83.49
Wall Pockets, with white enamelled
frames, engraving in cover 11x14
inches
25c

Small Wares.

Or for Land,
To build on,

23c

(Right Aisle.)
A table full of them at
81.98
Nor the ordinary dollar and ninetyeight cent Mackintosh, but goods, no
one of which represents value less
than double the price, and a great
many just three times the money
asked. Interested working-girls who
will carry them away are already
reading this ad and preparing to act.
Are you?
JustafewLadies' Heavy Pure Worsted
Inverness, color grey, if they
were navy they would remain at
the old price 810, but being grey
they go at
83.98

81.98

Real [slate,

275 CAMBRIDGE STREET,

436 Cambridge Street,

JOSEPH J, KELLEY,

ME A LINE FOR RATES.

Building,

W. H. WOOD & CO.,

John R. Fairbairn.

Or I can renew
Your Insurance
In any Company
You wish,

Now, as for

East Cambridge.

D. B. SHAUGHNESSY,
Periodicals

And Furniture ?

J. Y. PYNE & CO.

TRY OUR

We've counted up all the Shirt
Waists left from last year's selling.
Not many, to be sure,,but still enough
to make them interesting for a while.
The styles are all right, full sleeves
and good materials; save for a little
dust and mussing as good as new.
Early comers can take the
First lot, 25c Waists
12 l-2c
Second lot, 89c Waists
49c
Third lot, worth 82.00 toB4 00 81.98

Mackintoshes

|fr
If You Want Good Bread, Use
$
White and Gold Flour, 55c bag, $4.50 bbl.
Pillsbury's Best, 55c bag, $4.50 bbl.
Washburn's Best, 55c bag, $4.50 bbl.
Best New Creamery Butter, 30c lb.
BUTTER.
EGGS.

ANOTHER WEEK

Open evenings.

Remember that the small pennies
saved make the dollars "as big as

cart wheels."
Coats', Clark's or Willimantic Cotton
3c spool
A paper of Good Pins (280), worth
4c
lc
Queen's Own Pins (300) worth 10
4c
Covered Dress Steels
3c dozen
Nichols' Spring Hooks and Eyes, silvered, worth 5c doz. f> doz. for 5c
Nichols' Spring Hooks and Eyes,
japanned
3 doz for 5c
Scissors for manicure, button holes
and embroidery, worth 25c 10c pair
Coats' Darning Cotton, black or
colors
3c a ball, 2 for 5c
8c spool
Cutter's Spool Silk

Don't come late to this sale.
Don't expect to find these goods a
month from now.
Don't hesitate to have your bundles sent.

llConwCo.

Cn7 MASSACHUSETTS AY.,
UUf Cambridgeport.

THE SACKED HEART REVIEW

BIG SALE CRAWLING

NEW SEASON TEAS.

OF

We have just received a full stock of CHOICE TEAS, which
we can confidently recommend to the people of East Cambridge.
Choice Formosa Oolong,
40c, 50c and 60c.
Choice English Breakfast,
40c, 50c and 60c.
30c, 40c, 50c and 60c.
Choice Blended Teas,
Choicest Garden Formosa,
75c.
4 lbs. Good English Breakfast for Si.oo.
4 lbs Good Mixed Tea for 81.00.
Also a full line of India and Ceylon Teas, London's favorite beverage.
Call and ask for samples.

T. J. Stevenson & Co.,
Importers and Retailers,
494 CAMBRIDGE STREET, EAST

CAMBRIDGE.

CHARLES S. BUTTERS,
29 Union Square and Cor. Elm and Porter Streets,
SOMERVILLE.

First=Class Groceries

BEEF, PORK,

LAMB,IiunON,

THROUGH
Underwear. A KEYHOLE

AI.SO

Oysters, Clams and Lobsters.
COAL BY THE TON OR BASKET.
oar prices,

John F. Hucksam,
First- Class

Provision Dealer,
CHOICE GOODS AT LOW PRICES.
ORDERS CALLED

FOB

AXD PROMPTLY DELIVERED.

484 Cambridge Street 484
East Cambridge.

J. B. MONAHAN,
Dealer in

Dry and Fancy Goods, Millinery, k, &c
1205 CAMBRIDGE STREET,
CAMBRIDGEPORT,
Moynahan's Block.

FLOUR
32

UNION SQUAIIE,

C
"
Per bag

& READ,
:

.-

;

Buying one of our

LINCOLN'S

Solid comfort giving

Dry and Fancy Goods Store,
40:;

Ranges and

Cambridge street, near Fifth.

Parlor Stoves;
the one is an

Shea Brothers,

impossibility, and

Undertakers,
W. B. HASTINGS & CO.
225 Cambridge St., East Cambridge,
Exchange Building,

53 State St., Boston, Mass.

Mcdonald bros.
MANUFACTURING

the other is

: Somervllle, Mass.

one of

THE MOST
PLEASANT THINGS
IN THE WORLD
Only Two Dollars Required.
It will surprise

Confectioners.

You to see

and SHOW CASES.

East Cambridge,

146 Charles Street,

Ancient Order

or Hibernians.

Regular meetings on the first and third Thursday
of each month in St. John's Hall, Fourth street.
President.
John W. McSorley,
Mortimer Downey,
Vice President.
Recording Secretary.
Robert Wiseman,
Donnelly,
Financial Secretary.
JohnF.E. Clark,
Frank
Asst.
Timothy O'Keeffe,
Treasurer.
Visiting; Committee.
Patrick Drumgould, 155 Somerville avenue.
Cornelius Murphy, ir Hunting street.
Jeremiah Allen, 11 Willow street.
Patrick Murphy, 19 Seventh street.
Thomas Mallahan, 38 Medford street.
Cornelius Crowley, 139 Otis street.
P. J. Callaghan, 1 Lechmere place.
Standing' Committee. ?Patrick Carroll,John Walsh,
Michael Lyons, James Long, Thomas Collins.
Ushers. Micnael Lyons, John Walsh.
Door Keepers.
John Haley, T. Hourighan.
Physician. ?Dr. Edmund Walsh.
Chaplain. ?Rev. Thomas I. Coghlan,

"

the Range we sell

I

for $20, with
Elevated Shelf,
full size, and

beautifully nickeled.
We are away below
bottom prices on
Parlor Stoves;

?

?

Father Wathew T. A. Society.
M. J. O'Connor,

J. J. Manning,
Thomas E. Collins,
J. J. Murphy,
A. J. Johnson,
Peter J. McCloskey,

President.
Vice-President.
Clerk.
Financial Secretary.

Corresponding Secretary.

Treasurer.
Board of Directors.
P. J. Callahan,
Rev. John O'Brien,
L. Garvin,
M. J. O'Connor,
Crowley,
Thomas
E. Collins,
Jeremiah

J. J.

Manning.
Regular meetings at St. John's Hall, every Monday at 8 P. M.

Massachusetts Catholic Order of

Foresters.

St. John Court, No. 33, holds its regular meetings
onthe second and fourth Thursday of each month in St.
John's Hall, Fourth street.
Chief Ranger.
M. F, Murphy-,
Vice-Chief Kanger.
Patrick J. Callahan,
Recording
McCabe,
Secretary.
James P. Reagan,
Financial Secretary.
Jeremiah J.
Kelley.
Treasurer.
Jos. J.
Senior Conductor.
Matthew Farrell,
Junior Conductor.
James Hums,
Inside Sentinel.
James Seerey,
Outside Sentinel.
Michael F. O.Hearn,
Court Physician.
Dr. P. J- Finnegan,
Coghlan,
I.
Court Chaplain.
Rev. Thomas
Anderson,
Michael Regan,
Stephen
Trustees:

We make a specialty of carrying the loading brands of Flour, and Michael
our
Flour in stock is make from old wheat. We guarantee every barrel
all
to give perfect satisfaction or money refunded.

SAWYER

Is not up to

SPECIAL PRICES.
SEE OUR WINDOW.

INSURANCE.

BEST BUTTER AND BEST ECCS A SPECIALTY.
Fish of All Kinds in Their Season.

J

*

:

Fruit, Vegetables, &c.

Golden Crown,
Jones' Superlative,

?

NEW OFFICE 407 Cambridge Street.
Warerooms 4 Pearl Street.
Residence : Otis and Fifth Streets.

HAMS, POULTRY,

Call and Examine oar Good* and act
which are the Lowest.

Ladies'

Lyons.

also headquarters

for all the
leading Ranges.
Combine pleasure,
health and
comfort in your

Christmas present.

A Range or a Parlor Stove Will
Give You That.
CONTRACT SYSTEM.

C. B. Moller,
BLUE STORE,

J. CALLAHAN,

HACKS TO
757 Cambridge Street,

LET.

Cambridgeport,

near railroad crossing.

449 Main St.,
Between Windsor and Columbia sts.,

Cambridgeport.
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Factsnd igures.

aSensdNonsense.

Jack. I had a fine present this
An inch of rain falling upon an
; a genuine bird dog.
morning
area of one square mile is equivalent
Miss Innocent.? How delightful!
to nearly 17,500,000 gallons, weighCan
it fly ?
ing 145,250,000 pounds, or 64,844
?

tons.

Why does he follow her so much
"
with his eyes?"

In 1803 an Englishman invented
"I believe he has some difficulty
the steel pen. His pen had a long
barrel, and was provided with a bone with his feet."
case, that it might be carried in the
GoTiiAMiciHT. Noo Yorrk is a
pocket without injury.
great place.
Shecargoer.? New York
New
The Japanese begin building their York, let
me see; where is New
houses at the top. The roof is first
York?
built and elevated on a skeleton
frame. Then it affords shelter to the
Mistress. Margaret, have you a
young man waiting upon you ?
workmen from the storms.
Margaret.
Yes, ma'am ; but he
The oak furnishes food and home won't bother you. His taste doesn't
for 309 species of insects, the elm 61, run to brunettes.
and the pine, for 151. In addition,
Does your papa get much practhese trees respectively furnish lodgtice?"
asked the visitor of the doctor's
ings and shelter to 150, 30 and 21)
seven-year-old son.
species.
Oh, he don't have to practice
The quadrille, which for many any more. He knows how now."
years has enjoyed a full and vigorous
Ada.? I have begun French leslife, was introduced into France by an
English professor in 1710, being bor- sons.
Ella. Who is your teacher?
rowed from the English country
Ada.? Herr Julius Stauffenbrechdance. It did not gain the favor of
erbergensteinlitz.
the Parisians until 1745.
Ella.? An Italian?
It is said that parrots are put to a
We have no use for bear stories,"
practical use in Germany. They have
said
the editor.
Our readers debeen introduced into the railway stamand
something
spicy."
tions and trained to call out the name
"Well," said the man with the
while the train stands there, and thus
this story is about a
manuscript,
save people the trouble of making inbear."
cinnamon
quiries.
?

?

?

?

"
"

?

"

"

"

A

warehouse in Paris has
been built with glass floors. The initial cost is considerably more than
that of ordinary wood, but in view of
the fact that toughened glass lasts
much longer than wood, the experiment is likely to prove cheaper in the
long run.
large

The Chinese department of the
British Museum library contains a
single work which occupies no fewer
than 5,020 volumes. This wonderful
production of the Chinese press was
purchased a few years agofor 86,000,
and is one of only a very small number of copies now in existence. It is
an encyclopaedia of the literature of
China, covering a period of twentyeight centuries?from 1,000 years B.
c. to 1,700 a. d.
"Brown's Bronchial Troches" are
unrivalled for relieving; Coughs, Hoarsenews and all Throat Troubles. Sold only
in boxes.

Any tendency to premature baldness
be promptly checked by the use of
Iyer's Hair Vigor. Don't delay till the
scalj) is bare and the hair-roots destroyed.
f you would realize the best results begin
at once witli this Invaluable preparation.
may

" Have they named
brother yet, Adams ?

HOUGHTON &_ DUTTON.
Which Desires to Raise the Prices of

(OR PATENT) MEDICINES,
READY-MADE Meetings
'is
Was busy last week.

were

"

:

them, we can not yet publish the
names of those who are connected with

this movement. We shall do so,

room

necessities.

: We carry everything in this line,
how- and today quote as samples a few

ever, as soon as a more positive stand | prices on

INFANTS AND INVALIDS' GOODS

BEEF EXTRACTS.
CLAPP'S ELIX. BEEF.

LACTATED FODO.
Reg. Trice,

25c

50c

100

"liTe ~37«i

OurPrice,

RIDGE'S FOOD.
Keg. Price,

Xc

Mc

OurPrice,

23c

:»»<?

.25

1.75

Kir

I .OK

ourPricT

~Wc

Reg. Price,

Joc_

OurPrice,

890

LIEBIG'S EXTRACT BEEF.100
Reg. Price,

50c

OurPrice,

:(7c

CUe

BEEF.
ARMOUR'S EXTRACT
50c
1.00
Reg. Price,

OurPrice,

~

HORLICK'S FOOD.

:i2c

80a

?

4;»c

1.75

LH

1.36

:i.40

1.75

3.50

l.ir,
1.00

7Hc

WYETH'S MEAT JUICE.

I!ec. Price,

-3nc
-

((url

rice

500

MURDOCH'S FOOD.
f QQQw

Reg. Price,

50c

75c

-^
40c

OurPrice,

IMPERIAL GRANUM.
Reg. Price,

75c-

OurPrice.

840

1.00

Kile

ROBINSON'S BARLEY AND GROATS.1«c
25c size,

We carry an equally good assortment of
all other preparations. When you want to
save money Buy Here.
1.75 Itcmciiihcr that we still have our duinon7,"n
strator of
1.30

WILLS' ENCLISH RHEUMATIC CURE,

one of tiie greatest remediesfor Kheu-

; ''"?' aJSLJ'JJE
living wit-

a,i
?*«
llis ; v
"'»
"
monstrator m charge

»'

70c

_u»

r

ss.io

so.

i.oo size.

MEAT JUICE.
don'tlike it a bit. I wantedhim named VALENTINE'S
100gize
Adamth, after me."
HORLICK'S MALTED MILK.

1. .">

-

ale -£ '4c
-**

MELLIN'S FOOD.

Jl.oo JM
1
7Hi'

,

Res Pr,ce '
OurPrice,
,

ioo

7»c

1.00 size,

2.50
3.00

BOV'NINE.

«
Price,
Our

" Yeth, thir. They've called him
Georgy, after Uncle George; and I

taken against us, and we shall also

held and "there was plenty <>!' scheming place this matter in the courts of the
and conniving. The retailers are United States if we can not break this
urged on liv a few small jobbers, who combine Otherwise.
In the meantime we ask one favor
think that by taking this position they
may be able' to get sonic of the trade, of the public It is that you refuse to
from the larger jobbers, and the pay the high prices demanded by
larger jobbers, afraid that these those in the combine and purchase
smaller ones may succeed in their at- \u25a0 only from those who are satisfied witli
tempt, are forced into the scheme, a fair, and not an exorbitant profit.
As the monopolists work in an 1111- Remember those who are taking the
del handed manner in order to make it side of the public against this attempt
difficult to obtain evidence against to force up the prices of sick-

BEEF EXTRACT.coc
your baby CIBIL'S
Reg. Price,

is

thereof. He can show you what
aremarkablecure it Is capable 7Q?
ness

' 9%*
TREMONT AND BEACON STREETS, BOSTON.
Reg. Price,

_j,w

~r

performing.

A Kansas man is at work on a
Large bottles 79c each.
74c
OurPrice.
:«>c
8.00
new scheme to increase the sum
human happiness. He is trying to
cross the milkweed and the strawberry so that people may raise strawshowed signs of wishing to force his piiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiu
berries and cream together.
way, expostulating in utter amazeBLj
National Prize of
Miss Amy.? I don't think I would ment : " But, my good man, it will be
ever marry a very handsome man. I all right. lam the master of Balliol! "
francs at Paris
Don't care what you're the masshould be so jealous if my husband
"
were an Apollo.
ter of; but if you aren't master of
Mk. VERisoriiT. Don't say that, two-pence, you don't go through this
Miss Amy. You wob me of my last gate," was the inexorablereply.
i
-XX
hope.
*,'l Possesses in the highest
ttt r t thc ell,ire active
I'm goin' to tell my pa on you,"
'^ *'
["\u25a0'jK-rtics
t
of Peruvian
"
" Johnny Smithere, as the blackrw"
\fal': Bark.
He had told a thrilling story of said
Kndorsed by the i
..:gs>cßL«ieß
the best
nieiiitalfji'iiliyas
AnnrUt renu-dy (or liuk
am,
rescue from a mountain canon. "But smith pared some of the bone away ;OTmma iLAROCI*'
how did you attract the attention of from the horse's hoof.
Dis- §
j s>--»"Sy,S,V %'"%£ Di HiiiTvandWASTiNii
the searchers?"
Bases; Inikiam-stheAp"Why? What have I done?" §| tef
pbtitb, Steehgthww THE
Nervi and builds up the
1 L^S^V" ts h
" It was entirely accidental. After asked the blacksmith. to
| Li* 1 T BtiMi"£irC-»
entire system.
I'd fired my rifle and shouted myYou ain't got shoes
fit Dob" an' you're whiltlin' off his feet to
22 Rue I>rouot
self hoarse something accidentally bin,
New York :
tickled my nose and I sneezed."
suit those you have got."
1 E.FOUGF.RA&CO, 26-30 N.William St.
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A former well known master of

Balliol College, Oxford, came
The REVIEW, the leading Catholic
paper of New England, and the " Catholic
World," the best of the Catholic monthlies,
can be secured for a year by any one who
sends $4 to this office.

REVIEW.

to a

turnpike gate in a part of the country
where he was not known, and found,
on putting his hand into his pocket,
that he had left all his money at
home. The gate-keeper would not
let him pass, whereupon the master,
little accustomed to be thwarted by
anybody, and much less by a rustic.
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An exchange says that a famous
Italian actor, playing in America, in ACADEMY OF THE ASSUMPTION, Wellesley
Hills, Mass. This Academy, situated in the
a language not his own, had occasion
suburbs of Boston, is only a few miles from the
city. It is on the line of the Boston and Albany
at a certain moment to rush on the
Railroad. The location is one of the most healthful
Your lover is
stage, and exclaim :
and picturesque in New England. The grounds
"
wounded sore. He has broken three
are extensive, affording ample advantage for
out-door exercise. The curriculum of stndies is
of his ribs." The moment came. The
thorough and comprehensive, embracing all the
actor ran breathless before the footbranches necessary for a refined education. For
lights and cried out: " Your lover is
particulars as to terms for boarders or day pupils
wounded sore. He has broken three
apply to Sister Superior.
of his legs."

